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Abstract
Circus education in Iceland is very new. After the foundation of Sirkus Íslands in 2007, the
training and teaching became regular and the Æskusirkus youth circus was established. A
rough curriculum for the school has been formed and the young school is in constant
development. In order to ensure the consistent development of the school into the future, a
solid grounding in educational theory pertaining to circus needs to support its growth. The
research compiled in this paper is an ad hoc collection of developmental and psychological
theory that connects the core elements of circus training with our youth. By connecting to
flow theory, recent research in motivation, character, and success, Æskusirkus can stretch
and strengthen the teaching methods that it already has. The curriculum growth can also be
strengthened by examining how other international schools and networks have been
developing and by the experience of past circus academics. The result of this paper is a
compilation of history, theory and experience. It is essentially a roadmap for the future
stretching and strengthening of circus teaching in Iceland.

Úrdráttur
Sirkúskennsla á Íslandi er tiltögulega ný. Eftir að Sirkús Íslands var stofnaður árið 2007
varð þjálfun og kennsla í sirkús að veruleika hér á landi. Fljótlega var Æskusirkúsinn
stofnaður og sérhæfir hann sig í sirkúsþjálfun fyrir börn. Gróf námskrá fyrir skólann hefur
verið sett upp og er Æskusirkúsinn í stöðugri þróun. Til að tryggja áframhaldandi þróun
skólans og styðja við vöxt hans hefur verið nauðsynlegt að byggja á sterkri undirstöðu
kennslufræðinnar. Kjarnann í sirkúsþjálfun fyrir yngstu kynslóðina er að finna í kenningum
þroska- og sálfræði. Hér er þeim kenningum safnað saman og þær tengdar við nýlegar
rannsóknir um hvatningu, persónuleika og velgengni. Á þennan hátt er hægt að þenja út og
bæta við þær kennsluaðferðir sem Æskusirkús býr nú þegar yfir. Ennig er námsskrá
skólans styrkt enn frekar með því að sækja í alþjóðlegt tengslanet og akademískan
reynsluheim sirkússins og sirkúskennslu. Þetta er gert með því að varpa ljósi á hvernig
alþjóðlegir sirkússkólar og stofnanir bera sig að í faginu. Niðurstaða þessar ritgerðar er
samansafn af sagnfræði, sögum, kenningum og reynslu. Hún er vegakort til þess að þenja
út og styrkja sirkúskennslu á Ísland til framtíðar.
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ideas, being brave enough to try them and for their persistence and collective desire to
create a truly great circus school in Reykjavík.
I thank Katla Þórarinsdóttir for her honest and generous input and Felicity Hested and the
Circus Center in San Francisco for their help in my brief visit. I wish to thank Lee Nelson
for his generosity and courage in building Sirkus Íslands and Daniel Hauksson and Unnur
María Bergsveinsdóttir for their contributions to Æskusirkus. I also wish to thank the late
Reg Bolton for ‘writing it all down’ and the Bolton family for their commitment to keeping
his published material alive and accessible.
The supervisor for this thesis was Bjarni Snæbjörnsson, theatre education teacher at the
Arts Academy and at Garðabær College, Iceland. I am indebted to his experience in
creating curricula, his persistence in understanding, his clarity and generosity.
I thank my family for their understanding and support in my period of ‘absence from the
real world’. I would finally like to thank my wife Erna for her unquestioning understanding
and support during this process. Thank you.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Establishing the territory
I would like to start with very broad, measured and deliberate strokes. Painting a picture of
circus teaching in Iceland could be started with a parade and fanfare and ‘roll into town’
like the big circuses of the past. However, I would like to begin gently and methodically,
as it is my intention that this circus adventure doesn’t just roll in and roll out of town,
leaving raised eyebrows and strange memories. With the growing strength of circus
training and culture in Iceland, it is my intention to consolidate this growth and build a
concrete foundation on which future generations of artists and students can build
knowledge and skills. I firmly believe that circus teaching ‘The dance against gravity’ as I
will come to refer to it, holds rewarding and valuable lessons for youth.

The world of circus may be unfamiliar to the average reader; there may be generalisations
to address. Circus has throughout its history had a primary goal to dazzle and entertain at
any cost, and for this reason it may be regarded as a manipulator, a con artist, a magician, a
‘carnie’. This is true, and circus academics have acknowledged the arcane nature of the art
form in the past (Stoddart, 2000 p.7). However, alongside this minority of sideshow
manipulators, there is a huge community of honest practitioners who have discovered the
intrinsic benefit of using circus to enhance the lives of children. I intend to begin with a
clean slate and cover the origins and factual history of the art form, the real world of the
circus from its ancient beginnings, through to the contemporary ‘new circus’. This growing
trend of using circus skills in educational settings needs to be clearly explained to avoid
misunderstandings or generalisations. I, and a growing body of international schools,
academics, practitioners believe that circus teaching provides more than just a bit of colour
to liven up a timetable, it can teach youth important real world lessons that contribute to a
healthy, rewarding and exciting education.

1.1.2 Goals
This thesis hopes to achieve a number of things. Firstly, to document the phenomenon of
circus teaching for the Icelandic reader, what is circus teaching and how has it developed?
Who are the main practitioners and institutions around the world today? What have they
9

been doing? Although not a definitive list, I intend to illuminate some of the major players
and some interesting and powerful work that has been going on in circus education
internationally.

Secondly, I want to highlight some educational theory and ideas from a variety of
psychological theories that can help to stretch and strengthen the current Æskusirkus
school. I will touch on flow theory, motivation and the laws of practice and how to
approach the notion of risk and its importance in the growth of the individual.

1.1.3 Iceland
Iceland is not without its own, albeit small, circus school called ‘Æskusirkus’ (youth
circus). Its growth is being steered by a small handful of people, gaining, importing,
trialling new knowledge and expertise and slowly building a very unique and lively circus
company. Without knowing exactly what this new group is doing, we cannot paint an
accurate picture of the exact state of the system or where it indeed comes from, what
background knowledge it rests on, and most importantly, how it can be strengthened and
expanded into the future. How did this school come to be? Where is it situated now with
regards to curriculum, education technique, how is the school structured? And finally ho
has Icelandic circus developed compared to foreign youth circus groups?

1.1.4 Curriculum
A new developed curriculum needs to be informed by what has come before it and of
course it should be aimed at and designed for the youth for which it serves. An enormous
volume of material already exists on the development of youth and education theory,
which can be used to strengthen the school. I have taken a selection of developmental
theory, which I believe applicable to circus teaching here and provided suggestions on how
it can be included into Icelandic circus teaching. Who are our youth? How does circus
apply to youth? What can it give them?

No training intended for Icelandic youth should be undertaken without referring to the
Icelandic national curriculum. The curriculum was redeveloped in 2011 and its core
10

fundaments stretch across all age levels from play school up to upper secondary. Circus
training can be practiced across this age range and therefore I have included a chapter on
the national curriculum and connection with circus training.

In the end there will be a clear roadmap, supported by educational theory, developmental
theory and the experience and research from circus schools form all over the world to
solidify a curriculum that can guide circus training for Icelandic youth into the future.

1.1.5 Limitations
As many researchers have struggled with in the past, I cannot remove myself from that
which I write. The view I present here is of the positive nature of circus training. Very little
attention is paid to any negative effects, or unsubstantial results. Of course such attention
would not support my argument, but its omission is not only due to my lack of interest in
the negative effects of circus training, there is very little published material on the subject.
It must be said at the beginning that although I have attempted to be as neutral in my
research and discussion, I by my very nature have bias. I have been an integral part of the
growth of the Icelandic circus and the Æskusirkus and have a vested interest in its growth
and make no attempt to hide this. However, I also am a father of four children and I also
have a vested interest in the next generation and I believe that this research can help future
generations in deep and rewarding ways. I would also like to make it clear from the
beginning that all interviews, conversations and the survey referred to in this research
paper have been conducted in an informal way, without methodical adherence to academic
standards and thus cannot be cited as such. They do however provide valuable practical
information for both the reader of this thesis and for the management team of Æskusirkus.
All student names have been omitted and where names of teachers have been mentioned it
is with their permission.
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1.2 What is circus?

“The Circus is good for you. It is the only spectacle I know that while you watch it gives
the quality of a truly happy dream.” (Hemingway, 1953).

Circus, as in many professions, is often generalised by the public; clowns, animals, tents,
acrobats, danger. Circus is accepted as ‘that other place’ where the lights and colour and
strange feats dazzle the eyes but is somehow disconnected from ‘the real world’. I will
argue that the circus is very much connected to the real world, and everybody, especially
our brave and imaginative youth, have the potential to experience this ‘dance against
gravity’ and enjoy the rewards of its teachings.

Some people might correctly make the connection that the word circus refers to the circular
stage, (Online Etymology Dictionary, 2017) the dominant way it has been displayed for the
last few hundred years. Historically, the term circus came from British origins to explain a
new type of performance that appeared in the late part of the 18th century. Philip Astley is
regarded as the first person to make popular this format that became the prevalent circus
format for the majority of its recent history. His first shows were based around horse riding
skills and thus required space and a circular stage. Initially, the stage was roughly 13m in
diameter, a standard adopted by many circuses to this day (Saxon, Parkinson, LaVahn,
Antony, & Hippisley, 2017). He soon realised that the amazing acts of strength and skill on
horse back were not enough to keep a crowd pleased for a full show, so he added acrobats,
clowns and ropewalkers in between the horse riding acts to offer a dynamic entertaining
programme. The format took off and some students of Astleys began to start their own
circuses in Europe, and the Americas (Stoddart, 2000 p.14).

But circus existed before that, long before that, albeit under a different name. There are
statues of acrobatic performers from Mexico 800-900BC (Simon, 2014). There are records
of acrobatic performances in China dating back 4,000 years to the Xia Dynasty. Ancient
Chinese acrobatic art was most popular about 2,500 years ago during the Warring States
Period (475 BC – 221 BC) where acrobats were used as gifts to show power between
12

leaders and the emperor. There are records of ancient Egyptians showing circus like
activity (Simon, 2014). If we look back into history and examine these sources and the
relation to human behaviour and the phenomenon of ‘performance’, we see that circus is
not new or ‘otherworldly’ at all. It is something that we have been watching for thousands
of years, and something we inherently understand as human beings. Circus arts can have a
strong place in the cultural landscape of a society. Chinese circus, for example, has been
performed and enjoyed almost unchanged for thousands of years. The Chinese invented
tightrope walking, spinning plates and hoop diving. These well-respected art forms are
celebrated nationally in China and have remained unchanged for thousands of years
(Jando, 2017).

Live performance has its origins in ritual, one of the oldest and most primal of social
phenomena (Wilson & Goldfarb, 2012). It is without doubt that, in line with ritual and
religious offering, our ancient ancestors began acrobatic performance in order to appease
the gods or impress a leader. And so this phenomenon that we see today, circus has a long
and evolved story that runs parallel to the history of all other forms of performance. It
seems like an archetypal condition that human beings need to test themselves to extremes,
to attempt amazing feats of strength and skill, and we are conditioned to appreciate this as
audience.

So if circus performance has been in the human social compass for thousands of years how
has it been so effectively avoided by educational institutions for so long?

1.3 What is circus education?
Circus in education for the general population is a relatively new phenomenon. The
‘secrets’ of acrobatics and circus arts were traditionally handed down through families, and
have been done so for centuries (Coup, 1901 Pg. 189), but on a shorter time scale, during
the last 50 years or so, the benefits of using circus technique in young people and people in
disadvantaged situations, has been noted and has evolved rapidly. “The values and
structures of circus make it a significant developmental experience for young people.”
(Bolton, 2004 p.1)
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There has been intelligent exploitation of this
experience in educational settings. Currently
today there are thriving circus schools all over
the world teaching every age and every level
of experience (Sugarman, 2001). On top of
this there are many groups that specifically
teach circus in a therapeutic way, to children
in disadvantaged situations, to the disabled, as
community development and so forth. ‘Social
Circus’ is the label given to this type of circus
education today. This is circus education that
does not have its primary goal to produce
highly talented ‘circus performers’ for the
global circus industry, but has a primary goal
of helping people.
Figure 1 Human pyramid Gufunesbær 2008

1.4 Definitions of circus training and social circus.
In order to look effectively at circus education within Iceland, the types of circus teaching
must be clearly defined. For the purposes of this thesis, circus training in general will be
categorized into one of two groups. Firstly youth circus, which focuses on training young
people 6-20 in circus technique and is aimed at promoting good health, increasing
awareness, coordination, confidence, cooperation and has the benefit of being inherently
physical and interesting to young people. This training has the ultimate goal of increasing
the skills of willing and able students. (AYCO, 2017).

The other type of training is commonly called social circus. Cirque du Monde, a global
institute in this training defines it as
‘An innovative social intervention approach based on the circus arts. It
targets various at-risk groups living in precarious personal and social
situations, including street or detained youth and women survivors of
violence’ (Cirque du Monde, 2017)
14

By strict definition social circus is used to promote social justice and social good. Many
companies have found it now useful to broaden the definition to include the many
environments and ways in which circus arts can be used as a potent social intervention tool
with a range of populations. It can be used with among others, the underprivileged, the
disenfranchised, the disabled, those in war ravaged countries, those without access to any
formalised training and any group that is unfairly marginalised. The predecessor form,
community circus, began as a practice-based movement in the 1970s, developed by circus
artists and social activists who saw the potential of circus as a tool for social change.
(Hentoff, 2017) Circus training that helps students "defy gravity, soar with confidence,
and leap over social barriers, all at the same time" (Circus Harmony, 2017).

Again, the goals of physical fitness, coordination, confidence and cooperation are present
but what delineates social circus is that also has the added goal of rehabilitation, social
education and experience and the easing of trouble. There are many side benefits that
circus brings and social circus uses these to help those who need it. It may be that it
increasing spatial awareness, adding colour to difficult lives, teaching cooperation, touch,
the art of play, how to take risks safely (Hentoff, 2017).

1.5 Personal history: Who am I? Why am I doing this?
I became involved in circus through my performance training and fell in love with it. My
first memories of the circus are of my dad taking me to see two shows in Australia when I
was 8 years old ‘Circus Oz’ and ‘The Great Moscow Circus’. Although it probably wasn’t
as technically impressive as ‘The Great Moscow Circus’, I remember the Australian circus
vividly, the characters, the acts, the clowning. I still recall ‘Circus Oz’ as an amazing
experience and I have kept the programme all these years, and use the photos in my
teaching today.

I think the real reason that I remember the ‘Circus Oz’ show so well was because it spoke
to my cultural background. At the time in Australia, there was explosive growth in the
circus scene. A new school, The Flying Fruit Flies had just opened under the guidance of
Chinese trainers, and Australian circus was just beginning to form its own ‘style’. (Bolton,
1987) This joking, messing around, untidy sort of art form amused and amazed at the same
15

time. I always had a faint inkling that I wanted to be an actor, so after focusing my energy
in this direction, I joined an acting school in my late teens and it was there that my first
proper introduction to circus training began. During my acting training I was taught by an
inspiring movement teacher who had emigrated from England with her husband in the
1990s. It so happens that he, Reg Bolton, was also a circus performer and teacher, and one
of the world leaders in the ‘social circus’ movement.

Move forward in time and I am an acting school graduate and circus performer living in
Iceland with my Icelandic wife and children. I have been a key player in the formation of
Iceland’s first circus company ‘Sirkus Íslands’ and am now focusing my energy on
bringing up the next generation of amazing performers. I see an exciting time emerging in
the Icelandic cultural landscape. With the ongoing popularity of ‘Sirkus Íslands’, the art
form is growing and strengthening. Like Australia, the isolation of Iceland has meant that
Sirkus Íslands has had to invent its own path, and has inadvertently involved the Icelandic
culture with it. Part of our goal is to create a school that is enmeshed in the society in
which it serves. We hope to create this in Iceland. As Rivard has written of Cirque du
Monde, arguably the largest social circus foundation in the world: ‘The activity of the
circus skills program (is) both a generator of a new image of young people and a dynamic
project for the transformation of the young people involved and the society of which they
are a part’ (Rivard, Bourgeault, & Mercier, 2010).

1.6 Circus in Iceland
Icelandic circus is very new. Live performance itself is relatively new here. It was only in
1897 that Icelanders formed their first organised theatre company. (Þórunn Valdimarsdóttir
& Eggert Þór Bernharðsson, 1997) Due to the small and widely spread population, difficult
environment and agricultural emphasis, Iceland remained a rural farming and fishing
country up until the 20th century. The last hundred years have been a quick catch up race
and as a result Icelandic readers may have little knowledge of circus and its history and the
benefits of circus training in youth. This thesis attempts to address this.
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1.7 Sirkus Íslands
As I have previously stated, I am personally involved in the evolution of circus in Iceland.
Most of the below information has come from my personal experience. However, one
other member of Sirkus Íslands, Eyrún Ævarsdóttir, has written about the history of the
company in a Bachelor of Arts dissertation. This is the first and only known formally
researched history of circus in Iceland and thus I reference it below.

In 2006, Lee Nelson, a circus trained street performer arrived in Reykjavík. Although he
was not the first circus practitioner to bring his knowledge and skills to Iceland, none other
could match his persistence in establishing a self-sustaining circus performance company.
As a street performer, the weather in Iceland unsurprisingly prevented him from working
for the majority of the year and he had to find something else to do (Eyrún Ævarsdóttir,
2016). By 2007 he had begun the first seed of Sirkus Íslands, a free handstand technique
class held in Kramhúsið (the culture house). The assortment of young people that came to
that class, and the subsequent evening training in Grótta became the core group of the
company and have evolved and grown in a very organic process over the last 10 years,
growing and shrinking according to work, skill and interest. Sirkus Íslands was named in
2009 in line with the first public show; ‘Stórasti Sirkus Íslands’ and the group have gone
on to produce 6 family-shows and a series of cabaret shows for adult audiences. In 2014
the group successfully crowd-funded their own circus tent, which has been used during the
summer season with great success. The group have, since 2008 provided circus and variety
entertainment for corporate and community festivals all over Iceland (Eyrún Ævarsdóttir,
2016) ranging from short acts in a variety of disciplines, to character work, to aerial
decoration. The company has been growing in size and quality every year. There are now
three Icelandic performers with the company who have newly completed university
training in circus arts from the performing art university Codarts in Holland. Amongst the
entertainment work, Sirkus Íslands has been providing regular circus training for kids.

1.8 Circus teaching in Iceland
The beginnings of circus training in general in Iceland are not well researched or recorded.
The extensive Nordic circus survey of 2011 (Virolainen, 2011) mentions Iceland a handful
of times and states there is no current professional education and that Sirkus Íslands offers
17

only summer courses, which at the time of printing was correct. As stated previously circus
training for the general public internationally is itself only a decades old phenomenon.
During Icelandic summers there have occasionally been groups coming to teach both from
outside Iceland and within. Cirque Cikör, for example, have every summer since 2005 sent
a group of teachers to the Waldorfskóli in Lækjarbotn for short workshops (Vala Ósk
Bergvsveinsdóttir, 2005). Cikör, a leader in Nordic circus, have been active over the years
visiting Iceland and have regularly sent teachers to LungA, the art festival in Seyðisfjörður
almost every summer (Ásgeir H. Ingólfsson, 2008)(Cameron, 2005). Other Nordic and
traditional circuses have visited occasionally throughout the years and may have offered
short courses. Circus Ronaldo for example came to the art festival of 1996 and offered
circus school workshops. (Morgunblaðið, 1996) The founding of ‘Circus Atlantis’, an
Icelandic circus group based in Akureyri can be directly linked to a workshop by the
Swedish group ‘Circus Cikör’ art the art festival LungA in 2003. Circus Atlantis existed
for a number of years as a street performing company that offered fire breathing and event
entertainment. Started by Jónas Friðrik Steinsson (Jonas F. Steinsson, 2017), the company
was prominent between 1999 til 2006 often holding free pop-up circus classes around the
country during the summer. The company has held a fire breathing and circus workshop in
the eastern town Fáskrúðsfjörður every summer since the inception of the ‘French days
Festival’ in 1997 (Franskir Dagar, 2015). So the landscape of circus teaching here in
Iceland has generally been of short courses, few and far between. No consistent training for
youth has been available in Iceland until Æskusirkus began in 2012.

1.9 Æskusirkus
Since I have been a key member in the growth of both Sirkus Íslands and the Æskusirkus,
most of the following information is from my own and staff members’ experience. The
following is a brief history of the school.

Æskusirkus is a youth circus school that has been operating in Iceland since 2012. It offers
short weeklong courses over the summer holidays and holds a once a week class for 2
semesters over the winter, roughly 13 weeks each. It has grown alongside ‘Sirkus Íslands’
and is staffed by performers from the group.
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The ‘Æskusirkus’ has its origins in a small workshop space in the heart of downtown
Reykjavík, Kramhúsið, or ‘the culture house’. Lee Nelson, the founder of Sirkus Íslands,
and myself began a short summer course in Kramhúsið in 2007. The first summer course
gathered groups of young students for a weeklong program in juggling, plate spinning and
human pyramids. Kramhúsið is a grass roots cultural meeting place, which hosts a range of
courses and events. In its long history, it has supported a huge variety of culturally diverse
projects, primarily in dance and yoga. The following summer, the course was expanded
into a travelling workshop. From the summer of 2008 members of the yet to be named
‘Sirkus Íslands’ travelled around ‘frístundarheimili’ (children’s recreation centres) with a
box full of circus equipment and held a week long classes ending in a showing for parents.
The beginnings were small, but the goal was to expand the course, offer it to more
students, and by getting the council on board and moving the school between locations,
this goal was achieved.

The travelling course, initially funded by ÍTR continued and has now developed into a full
summer workshop series. Week by week a new group of up to 40 kids come and get a taste
of circus in a highly structured ‘taster’ course. It has moved to one location, ‘Íþróttaheimili
Ármanns’ a gymnastics and martial arts club in Laugardalur. In the year 2012 Æskusirkus
began teaching over the winter for one session a week, on Sundays, for two hours. This
was initially for those who wanted to continue with what they had learnt over the summer.
A year later, in 2013, an extra half an hour was added. The summer school teaching has
been the most sought after classes by numbers with a regular sell out of 40 kids per week
over the whole summer break. Due to this popularity, and in order to standardise this
education so every student would experience the same course, a summer school curriculum
was created in 2015. Also, in 2015, the Sunday session was split into 2 sessions, one that
catered for beginners and the slightly younger (grunndeild) and one, which catered to the
more experienced and slightly older (framhaldsdeild). This is the current structure of the
school in 2017. Over the course of its history ‘Æskusirkus´ has grown steadily and
developed into a school that offers circus as a legitimate ‘frístund’ (extra curricular)
activity which can be subsidised by the council in line with other after school activities, for
example football or gymnastics.
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History of Æskusirkus
•

2007 (summer) First course in Kramhúsið

•

2008 (summer) Travelling circus course to children’s recreation centres throughout
Reykjavík.

•

2009-2012 (summer) The summer courses continue in one location ‘Ármanns
Íþróttaheimili’.

•

2012 The first winter course starts 2 hours per week

•

2015 The winter course is split into two levels, training extended to 5 hours in total

•

2017 An extra evening training is trialled.

Currently the Æskusirkus is trialling an extra evening of training per week. After the
establishment of a management committee, it was decided that the main factor preventing
the group from moving forward was a lack of training time and space. The students have
welcomed the addition of one extra night, with a small but regular attendance. We have
looked into holding classes in a number of outside locations but due to logistical problems,
mainly moving large equipment on a regular basis, we have chosen to keep the classes in
the same building. As we have to work around the schedule of very busy gymnastics, Judo
and Taekwondo clubs, finding time to teach inside this space has been our main challenge.
Æskusirkus is actively looking into the opportunities of moving into a new space where
training can be offered more regularly to our willing and excited youth group.

Finally, just a few hundred metres down the road from the Æskusirkus training space, an
Icelandic primary school has taken a brave step and has introduced circus teaching as an
arts subject. Since taking up teaching at Laugarnesskóli in 2013, Katla Þórarinsdóttir has
slowly introduced circus into her teaching. Over the years, she has developed her program
and can now boast to be the first and only circus teacher in an Icelandic primary school.
Initially a contemporary dancer and teacher, Katla became involved in the inception and
founding of Sirkus Íslands, in 2007 and has since kept circus very close to her artistic
output, and now teaching. Laugarnesskóli has thus become a pioneer within Iceland. Now,
if we cast our gaze out across the oceans we see that circus teaching has become a staple in
many regions and a dynamic way to impart core values to an increasingly distracted youth.
What knowledge, experience and lessons can be learnt form international practitioners?
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2. Circus Pedagogy Research
“A circus is a circle that helps us to grow up. It is also a circle helping us to again become
a child”
Katerina Flora (Plus Petit Cirque du Monde)
(Demiral, 2013).

2.1 Circus pedagogy history
‘The values and structures of circus make it a significant developmental experience for
young people’ (Bolton, 2004 p.1). The first sentence of Bolton’s doctoral thesis couldn’t be
more appropriate. The benefits of circus education have been well documented by
practitioners and researchers over the last few decades. Since the international wave of
‘new circus’ began n the 1970s, mobility and access to circus as a means of education has
grown. ‘New circus’ was a movement in contemporary circus away from the use of
animals and the traditional big top circus tent, which was getting larger and larger and thus
distancing the audience. The new circus focused more on human skill in themed shows,
rather than the random assortment of ‘acts’ of the old style (Sugarman, 2008), and
importantly provided cheaper tickets. New circus was performed in smaller and
unconventional spaces and drove circus from a tightly knit family run clique out into the
community. As a result the doors were opened for anyone and everyone to ‘run away and
join the circus’, or at least learn something about this fantastic dance against gravity from
the masters.

Circus trainers, often itinerant, found a market for their skills, in recreational programs and
in residencies, most often in affluent grammar and middle schools where parent
associations raised money of found grants to subsidize the programs (Sugarman, 2003). So
circus training was suddenly open to everyone. Along with the new wave in circus
education, so came the analysis and sporadic publication of the benefits of circus training.
Circus education for the general public is a relatively new field and is an area that has yet
to be extensively researched. Sugarman (2001) published a comprehensive, although now
slightly dated, review of international circus training. His book is a valuable asset to the
circus education researcher.
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The effectiveness of circus teaching has, however, begun to be seriously assessed. A real
need has been perceived by circus schools to provide research-backed results into the
positive benefits of circus training. Circus schools can be generalized as ‘play time’ from
those that have not experienced the training, and this research provides a solid peerreviewed backing for the positive results seen by the trainers. Objective research has also
given social circus organizations an idea of ways they can improve and develop their
service, and provided solid research grounded results to show government funded bodies.

Given that more and more studies are being done at university post-graduate level in a
variety of departments, the growing body of evidence supporting the positive outcomes of
social circus can be relied on as painting an accurate picture. The common methods have
been via surveys and interviews with participants and teachers. Some studies have worked
with the accumulation of basic statistical data, accumulated over time. ‘Circus works’
(Bolton, 2004), and by looking around the world, we can see this statement strengthened
by the sheer number of schools making an impact in so many different places. By breaking
down the pedagogical research into regions of the globe, it can be seen that circus training
is both endemic and is beginning to be taken seriously as a means of education and
therapy. By looking individual operations, a clearer picture can be painted of:
•

What is circus teaching?

•

How are other schools doing this around the world?

•

How can Æskusirkus learn from these schools?

•

How could Æskusirkus co-operate with these schools in the future?

•

What can the Æskusirkus in Iceland do to stretch and strengthen?

2.2 Key players around the world
Along with the recent increase of global communication, there have been positive
outcomes for social circus with the forming of various international communities of social
and youth circus trainers.
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2.2.1 Cirque Du Monde
Cirque du monde, a social circus offshoot form ‘Cirque du Soliel’ have been operating
since 1995 and have expanded to over 80 countries using circus to help ‘youth at risk’
(Cirque du Monde, 2017) with great success. With the financial backing of the biggest
circus in the world, Cirque du Soliel, the institute has instigated programs all over the
world; ‘For instance, in South Africa, it is used to motivate kids born with HIV to follow
their treatments. In Mongolia, workshops were held in juvenile prisons. In Quebec, social
circus was used as a truancy prevention tool and, in Australia, with women survivors of
sexual violence’. Cirque du Monde does not claim to be a cure-all for the myriad societal
problems or past traumas of the young people we serve, but neither is it some vague
pastime that only succeeds in distracting young people from their day-to-day life on the
streets. Rather, Cirque du Monde serves as a springboard to a new path toward stability
and wellness. (Cirque du Monde, 2017). Rivard, Bourgeault, & Mercier, (2010) have been
working in Mexico under this organisation. In their practice and research working with
street kids they have discovered that circus has a positive effect in the individuals who
participate, in their families and in the communities they live in. ‘Circus can certainly have
a favourable effect on relationships between young people and adults because circus action
makes people connect.’ (p. 186). With data gathered through interviews, group meetings,
participatory observation and published media, they broke down the learning onto three
categories; Labour, work, and action. This form of analysis is based on Hannah Arendt’s
thesis of human activity in modern societies, which she set out 50 years ago in ‘The
Human Condition’ (Arendt, 1958). They then linked the training to positive social
outcomes in these three fields of human behaviour and concluded that circus is ‘an
innovatory alternative, its action is very powerful, it targets both the individual and the
society . . . . It is a tool, a springboard for a change of attitudes’ (p.188).
Cirque du monde has recently established an interactive online map of all the social circus
institutes in the world (Cirque du Soleil, 2017).

2.2.2 Europe
More specific to Europe, ‘Caravan’ is a network of social and youth circus companies that
have very clear objectives to help youth through the social circus format. They have very
specific objectives and a fierce drive to complete them:
•

Co-operate to advocate for the positive impact of youth and social circus
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•

To develop innovative pedagogical approaches for youth and social circus

•

To promote, through international co-operation, the sustainable development of
organisations working in the field of social circus

•

To maximise opportunities and pathways for people engaged in youth and social
circus to connect across Europe and beyond

•

Professionalize pedagogic, social, artistic and administrative skills of the sector.
(Mercier, 2017)

Through European funding, ‘Caravan’ organises workshops and is currently implementing
‘training for circus trainers’ curriculum, which they have developed over the last decade.
This training will form the basis of a full time accredited university course, to be the first in
Europe of its kind (Ophelie Mercier, Caravan, informal phone conversation 1/2/17).
Through a steady program of organised institutional exchanges around Europe, and under
the guidance of the University of Brussels, Caravan established this ‘Framework of
competences for social circus trainers’ (Caravan, 2011). This document is aimed at filling
the gap in knowledge for teachers of social circus who may be skilled performers, but lack
experience as facilitators (Dubois, Flora, & Tollet, 2014). The research was primarily
based on action research, logbook analysis and study meetings of the participating network
schools (Caravan, 2011).

Finland has an internationally recognised and well-supported circus pedagogy
infrastructure. Their youth circus training is recognised by the government as a legitimate
form of youth education and therefore legitimate circus training courses are funded by the
state (Ministry of Education and Culture, 2017). There is also a state supported vocational
training for circus performers as part of the upper secondary curriculum (Finnish National
Board of Education, 2010). There are a number of large youth circus schools, Sorin, in
Tampere, Circus Helsinki and currently 45 youth circuses with 8000 students registered in
the Finnish youth circus Association (The Finnish Youth Circus Association, 2017).

As Finnish circus is highly developed, there are many international exchanges and
seminars held there which are structured as information exchanges to improve the global
social circus movement. In 2013 the ‘Effective Circus Project’, a Finnish initiative, which
was born from the ‘National Social Circus Project’, held a seminar entitled ‘Studying
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Social Circus’. It gathered social circus research from all over the world with the goal of
deepening the understanding of assessing the effectiveness of social circus (Kekalainen,
2014). The seminar introduced 10 research papers, ranging from Northern Irish research
into circus and adults with learning disabilities, Italian research into methodology of
measuring effectiveness, to developing community circus in regional New Zealand. The
Finnish ‘Effective Circus Project’ is making a concerted international effort to increase
global knowledge on this topic. They have gone to the lengths of producing a survey and
interview template for individual studies within social circus institutions (Kinnunen et al.,
2013).

In broader Europe, The EYCO is another umbrella over youth circus education in Europe.
This organisation has also been working on a ‘training for trainers’ program in
collaboration with a range of youth circus schools in Europe. They have published their
research and resultant curriculum online (Peyc, 2017).

2.2.3 U.S.A
In the United States, there is a similar enthusiasm for youth circus and circus training in
general; ‘There are over 250 circus schools in the USA at present’ (AYCO, 2017). Circus
schools teach circus arts to virtually every age group and have a variety of different
missions – from using circus as a tool for social change, to encouraging fitness and healthy
lifestyles, to training a next generation of circus artists, producers, and innovators who will
usher the art form into the future.
Large American performance companies have also joined in.
The Greatest Show on Earth, it seems, is now in the business of preventing
American schoolchildren from becoming the largest kids on Earth. Ringling
Bros. has invested more than $400,000 in CircusFit, which aims to draw on
the wacky and whimsical appeal of the circus to inspire kids in grades 2-5 to
lead active lives as modelled by remarkable circus performers (Snyder,
2008).
Circus Smirkus is a well known non profit youth circus in the United States who, in
keeping with the spirit of sharing knowledge and increasing the wellbeing of children
across the world, have published their curriculum online (Kohn, 2014). This document
offers wide variety of exciting ways to relate circus to general school subjects in a number
of age levels. It presents rough lesson plans over a range of topics that challenge the
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students to think and debate about the practice of circus, write their thoughts or form their
own artistic interpretation of the circus. This helps the students to take deeper meaning
from their experience by reflecting and actively creating material from their own
reflections. The company has used their experience to deliver a multi-layered youth circus
education that can be adapted in the classroom and the gymnasium.

2.2.4 Australia
Youth circus in Australia unofficially began in the 1970s when ‘new circus’ was
proliferating across the continent. A particularly enthusiastic group in Albury-Wodonga,
on the border between N.S.W and Victoria, began the Flying Fruit Fly circus. The youth
circus quickly enlisted the help of the famous Nanjing acrobatic troupe from China and the
school was then equipped with not only the enthusiasm but also the skills to produce the
next generations of circus performers in Australia (St. Leon, 2011). After 40 years and
numerous international tours, the Flying Fruit Flies are regarded as the premiere youth
training institute in Australia. Many studies about the effectiveness of circus training
emanate from Australian universities. McCutcheon's, (2003) methodology involves posthoc longitudinal data gathered in many forms, from five case studies – school circus
programmes in New South Wales and Western Australia. Her literature review covers
linked disciplines of community arts, youth culture, risk, and scholastic, physical,
sociological and mental effects of circus in schools.

2.2.5 The Middle East
Circus transverses conflict. ‘Galilee Circus’ (Galilee Circus, 2017) has been operating for
over 10 years in disputed lands combining Arab and Jewish students, a remarkable feat in
such a tense environment. The school was once asked by a funding body whether it would
like a counsellor to come in and facilitate the inevitable discussion about history, conflict
and identity, due to the tremendous conflict in the students’ everyday lives. The school
replied ‘no, we don’t do that, we don’t come here to talk, we come here to do circus’
(Wetzler, 2013). The goal of this school was ‘to create a place where the students were not
supposed to know, because, at least for a few hours or days or weeks, it really didn’t
matter.’ (Fisher, 2015) In the words of this Hebrew scholar, ‘although circus will not bring
peace to the middle East, it can help to make dialogue possible by reducing fears, lowering
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barriers, and building trust. It can provide a model… of a shared loyalty that transcends
ethnic identities (Kronish & McGarry, 2015).

The MMCC (Mobile Mini Circus for Children) in Afghanistan has been working for 11
years (Afghan MMCC, 2017). This Afghani miniature circus has not only achieved success
but also, over the years of operation, the company have formed solid basis for research and
have recorded a series of benefits that they see in children who live in a war zone after 2
weeks of participation with a circus workshop. Some across the board measureable
indicators that they observe are.
•

Decrease in the number of children behaving chaotically, for example climbing on
to the roofs and the walls of the centre

•

Decreasing number of bloody casualties of children fighting in the 15 minutes of
their recess times

•

Increase in focus and concentration of the children while doing activities

•

Increase in the frequency and duration of eye contact during their conversations

•

Increase in frequency of open and peaceful body postures

•

Steadily decreasing personal space leading to more physical closeness, and
indicator of rising trust

•

Increase in duration of listening and focused attention time in their conversations

•

Decrease number of interruptions per minute in their communication

•

Increase in speed of learning and understanding instructions

•

Increase in attentiveness and ability to follow the instructions indicating improved
listening skills

These outcomes after two weeks show the immediacy of this kind of work on children in a
violent environment and are a testament to the effectiveness of circus education to bring
about positive change in behaviour (Kekalainen, 2014 p14).

Another example from the Middle East is the Palestinian circus school that works with
children who have lived with trauma and ongoing conflict.
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I can conclude that circus constitutes an effective means of social
intervention, as it finds its benefits at the physical, psychological and social
levels. While my fieldwork allowed me to validate those circus assets within
the Palestinian reality, it also highlighted the particular suitability of circus
as a social tool to answer Palestinian youth needs for personal and collective
empowerment (Biquet, 2014).

2.3 Lessons learned
The schools are all over the world, in wealthy suburbs in built up cities, in small country
towns, in war zones and hospitals. There are many hundred of schools and all these places
have one thing in common, the positive impact that they have on their participants through
circus. There is rarely a language barrier, as the common language shared by all is gravity
and the common goal is a dance against this constant force. By following what other
companies have done in their respective cultural climate, we can learn how Æskusirkus
might begin to take the next developmental step in this cultural climate of modern Iceland.

Almost every continent has a ‘network’ or union of groups that exchange experience,
research and regulate the training. Circus teaching is so new in Iceland, and due to its
physical isolation, there has not been any useful contact with any network of this sort. This
is immediately an area for further investigation. The vast majority of academic studies
focus on the positive aspects of social circus. Whether it be on the community (Rivard et
al., 2010) in cultural equality (Kronish & McGarry, 2015) or on the individual children
(Kekalainen, 2014), the results offer constructive feedback and guide the future operations.
The methodology is nearly always data collection through action research, interviews,
observation and survey. These studies pave the way for potential studies to be undertaken
in Iceland, within the Æskusirkus. The formats, questions and data management experience
can be used to build effective examination of Æskusirkus to help stretch and strengthen the
school into the future.
Iceland has closest proximal ties to the Nordic countries and it makes the most sense to
develop ties with these countries. Finland has a highly developed circus culture, and their
circus in education programs are globally recognised. The Finns, judging from their output
of high-level youth performers, most likely have a solid system of training technique and it
would be wise to use the Nordic community to help fund exchanges or teacher training in
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Finland. As we have learnt from the Australian company ‘The Flying Fruit Flies’, who
brought Chinese trainers to Australia soon after establishing the school; the quick
harnessing of enthusiasm and utilising good connections, bringing quality teachers out to
teach solid technique from an early stage creates the standard working habits to make
quality training and skilled students. This could be a step for the near future of the
Æskusirkus School.
Further south, in Europe, strong communities have formed between circus schools
interested in the promotion of healthy living and circus school community, ‘Caravan’ and
EYCO. Where Cirque Du Monde has survived under the financial support from the
world’s largest and most commercially successful circus, ‘Cirque Du Soliel’, smaller
European groups survive by grouping together. The financial power of the European Union
has enabled these networks to grow, sharing ideas, research, and techniques. There are
many opportunities for Iceland to participate in the future through joining these networks
and exploiting their communal resources and knowledge. These networks have recognised
that young social circus groups are appearing all over Europe and the biggest challenge
they face is teacher technique and quality of education (Caravan, 2011). The networks,
with funding from the E.U under the commitment to increase the health wellbeing of the
population, have begun developing teacher training courses and packages (EYCO, 2014).
These resources can be utilised by the growing Æskusirkus into the future.

The schools are all over the world but the language is simple, co-operation. By becoming
active in international collaboration and sending teachers out to observe, learn, develop
their teaching, the Æskusirkus can strengthen, stretch and develop into the future.

3. Childhood growth and developmental theory
Having looked at institutions and schools across the globe, a path for future structural and
networking development is now laid down. But what about the actual students? How can
we best connect with them? The vast majority circus students are youth. I am referring here
to the age group of 6-18. Who are they and what is the best way to approach them as
teachers of circus? What have contemporary theorists said about educating youth?
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Given the nature of children today, the attention problems, the lack of physical exercise,
the lack of motivation, new and exciting ways to educate kids are becoming imperative for
progressive schools. It seems that with every generation that passes, a new gamut of
childhood problems arises based on the evolving society and technologies that dictate its
behaviour. This could be termed the age of extreme information and lack of action. Bolton
writes ‘Today’s child is more likely to get exhausted by watching too much television than
by walking too far, or playing rough games for too long. S/he is more likely to suffer
anxiety than blisters, insomnia than muscle fatigue.’ (Bolton, 2004 p.41)

3.1 Popular educational theory applied to circus teaching.
Piaget, among a large body of theorists, argues that students learn in stages, or steps
(Snowman, McCown, & Biehler, 2012 p.74). This ultimately helps most in the structuring
of a class, a school etc. You would not teach a beginner the most advanced trick, and so all
beginners must go through various ground training before moving onto more difficult
things. Any good circus education should then be the same. As learning is often thought of
as the ‘building’ of knowledge or skill, the most logical way to do this is from the ground
up, in clearly delineated units, each with measureable outcomes and which take into
account the students previous experience and their current stage of development.

‘Scaffolding’ is the term Vygotsky and then Bruner used to describe a structure or format
that an educator can use in order to help the student build knowledge and skill with outside
support (Snowman et al., 2012 p.86). In a circus-training context, what a teacher can do is
first make a demonstration of a new activity, then use specifically chosen exercises that are
designed to build up strength that can then be used to achieve the result. For example in the
circus context, when teaching juggling, one must first be able to master throwing one ball
effectively from one hand to another. When two balls are thrown, there are a number of
exercises that train the mind to go beyond its normal recognition of two moving objects
and understand that they can be thrown in different patterns and heights, arcs etc. Finally,
when the third ball is introduced, a further series of exercises helps the student physically
understand the way the balls move around each other and what is required of them to keep
the pattern going. Finally the scaffolding can be removed and the student has learnt to
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juggle. This does sound idealistic, and most written examples are, but it is from applying
the thinking to the practice, applying theoretical ideas to practical training that we can
enhance and enrich teaching practice (Snowman et al., 2012, p.86).

3.2 Reg Bolton
Bolton, in his doctoral thesis ‘Why Circus Works’ has developed his own, somewhat
poetic, model of childhood. Although, in his own words, ‘this claim is not scientifically
verifiable’ (Bolton, 2004 p.15), his theory is a culmination of decades of personal
experience touring his own portable community circus school. Bolton arrived in Perth,
Australia in 1985 after having established community circus schools in Scotland and the
U.K. Bolton completed a PhD. entitled ‘Why Circus Works’ in 2004 and has held circus
workshops and toured to seminars and published a number of books (Glover, 2006).
Bolton was considered a school unto himself and was a consultant and member of many
circus education panels all over the world. His legacy is his unswerving passion for the
positive effects of circus in youth and his generosity in spreading this as far as he could.
What can be learnt in a professional context from Bolton is not only the academic works he
left behind, but also the generosity with which he shared the art form. ‘I will always
remember the way that the students looked after being in a workshop with Reg for a day…
so open and confident ready to work together’ (personal communication with W.A school
teacher, 12/2/17).

Bolton developed a useful mnemonic based on the hand, a primary tool in circus work,
which cleverly explains the goals of rounded circus training. Circus, in his view, should
include the core elements: self, risk, trust, dreams, work and fun.
It consists of the five fingers of the hand, plus the palm. The index finger, the
one that points, represents the self-design, individuation, showing off. The
middle finger, the one that sticks out and gets hurt most often, represents
risk. The ring finger, cosily enclosed by the others, suggests trust and
comfort and also raises the important issue of touching. The smallest finger,
alongside all the bigger ones, is about aspiration, as it dreams of being big
one day. The thumb is utilitarian and functional, and evokes the idea of hard
work and resilience. Finally, the ticklish, sensitive palm represents the
element of fun, play, laughter and happiness (Bolton, 2004 p.20).
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In his doctoral thesis he combined his childhood growth model and the six elements of
circus creating an image.

Figure 2 Fingers mnemonic (Bolton, 2004 p.20)
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The growth model treats children as one unit, ‘I make no attempt to classify a child by age.
I shall not grade them, assuming that a certain age corresponds with a certain literary,
numerical or social ability’ (Bolton, 2004 p.167). Bolton goes into detail explaining how
each core element can be applied to childhood character in a much more intuitive way than
the standardisations and statistics of modern psychology.

According to Bolton, the curriculum, the school, the teacher, the facilitator must be aware
of a child’s:
Self. To support the urge of children to re-present themselves throughout their youth’
(p.22).
Fun. The concern is that, for various reasons, children are becoming less able to generate
their own fun (p.24).
Risk. A toddler, learning to walk, must risk falling (p.29).
Dreams. To know is nothing, to imagine is everything (France, 2007).
Trust. Of self and others in the aspect of physical contact (p.181).
Work. To quote the Chinese acrobatics dictum, ‘persistence leads to success’ (p.40).

Bolton also raises some important considerations and offers compelling arguments about
modern life and how these character traits are being neglected by society. He goes through
each character trait in detail and relates it to modern life, for example, how insurance and
litigation culture is insulating youth against risk (p.17), an integral life lesson that must be
experienced to be learnt. He argues for protecting the ‘sanctity of childhood’, and fighting
the ‘forces ranged against it’ (p.42). Furthermore he talks of character traits as fundamental
elements of focus in teaching and that teaching circus, the apparatus, the theatre, and the
clowning ‘make it a significant developmental experience for young people.’ (p.1).

Bolton’s thesis is an important read for anyone who is involved in childhood teaching. His
thinking is that circus and childhood are inextricably linked ‘circus actually represents
childhood – the real childhood we all experienced, as seen from the inside, with fear,
ambition, awe, dreams, nightmares, love and so on’ (p.199). He argues that the missing
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elements in modern education are these 6 elements, which for different reasons, sometimes
practical, sometimes cultural, sometimes financial are being pushed aside. Bolton sees
students increasingly ‘looking to the circus experience to live out the elements of
childhood from which society has protected them’ (p.200).
Often, and with valid justification teachers may avoid risky activities with their students.
Circus by its nature embraces risk and walks that uncomfortable line that education would
prefer to stay clear of. But youth love risk and it is an important developmental experience.
By breaking down the child into character traits rather than growth milestones, and by
looking at childhood and its resemblance to circus, he paints a compelling argument for the
inclusion of circus training in youth education.

3.3 Modern theory from the U.S.A
More recently in the United States the study of character has been taken more seriously
and a strong movement has begun in the research of character at university level. The
Values in Action (VIA) dictionary of strengths, for example, grew out of rigorous research
in childhood development (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). It takes into account a wide
variety of virtues that religions and philosophies of the past had considered valuable. It
recognizes, for example, that gratitude, kindness, fairness, and honesty are as important for
the well-being of a community as strong foundations are for the solidity of a bridge; or that
zest, hope, curiosity, and self-regulation are as important to the well-being of a person as
good as nutrition is (Donaldson, Csikszentmihalyi, & Nakamura, 2011 p.205).

Paul Tough, in his book ‘How Children Succeed’ has gathered together some of the
leading research behind the concept of character. Much of this could be written off as
intuitively correct, but the various works have been focused on systematically breaking
down what character traits drive success and how they can be taught.
What matters most in a child’s development… is not how much information
we can stuff into her brain in the first few years. What matters, instead, is
whether we are able to help her develop a very different set of qualities, a list
that includes persistence, self-control, curiosity, conscientiousness, grit, and
self-confidence. Economists refer to these as non- cognitive skills,
psychologists call them personality traits, and the rest of us sometimes think
of them as character (Tough, 2013 p.11).
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By compiling studies from all over the states over last few decades, Tough has created a
compelling argument for the focus on character development in schools to encourage a
successful and rewarding life for the individual. One such study by Angela Duckworth and
Peterson, co-author of the above mentioned ‘Character strengths and virtues’ was aimed at
measuring a character trait that she termed ‘grit’. Grit is ‘A passionate commitment to a
single mission and an unswerving dedication to achieve that mission.’ (Tough, 2013 p.74)
The test for ‘grit’ that she devised asked students to rank themselves a set of 12 self
referential survey statements including statements like; setbacks don’t discourage me, I am
a hard worker, I finish whatever I begin’. For each statement the students had to rank
themselves on a sliding scale. Duckworth found that her test was remarkably predictive of
success. Those who thought of themselves as having ‘grit’ were far more successful over a
range of fields form spelling bees, to college admittance tests (Duckworth & Quinn, 2009).
Grit is not closely related to IQ, so the findings conclude that success is not reliant on an
arbitrary accumulation of facts but a way of working, a character trait, hard work and
persistence. Duckworth eventually settled on a list of 7 ‘character traits’ that were
especially likely to predict life satisfaction and high achievement.

Grit, (persistence to the end of a task), self-control, zest (liveliness, energy), social
intelligence, gratitude, optimism, and curiosity, how can this be related to circus training?
It is hard to imagine a life long journey of hard work leading to success but it is much
easier to experience the benefits of hard work in learning a new skill. Circus has the benefit
of being able to teach new skills in a relatively short amount of time (Rivard et al., 2010
p.186) and the results give back a high level of satisfaction. With a small amount of
concentration, and practice, any student can learn to balance a feather, a feat which looks
impressive and gives the feeling that one can master what seemed at first an impossible
task. It is these skills, grit, self-control, zest, social intelligence, gratitude, optimism, and
curiosity that one requires to learn tricks in circus class. I do not argue that learning circus
will teach children these traits, it has been the goal of countless studies to understand
where people learn these traits, if indeed they are learnable, but I do argue that circus tricks
require these traits and by practicing circus, these traits are actively trained and
encouraged. I argue that circus training can provide direct feedback to the student that
immediately teaches them advantageous positive behaviours that build on these character
traits.
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Achieving a handstand will not happen over night but the end goal is clear and visible and
the steps to that goal are achievable. Grit is required to see the trick to the end, and by
seeing it to the end; one has trained their ‘grit’. Self-control is required to push the body
into places where it feels uncomfortable. This is a necessary life skill, if we do not know
our limits or how to push them, we will live in a small area of ability fenced by our own
preordained limitations. Without energy, zest, a positive attitude, optimism, the circus
collapses into negativity and criticism. This is a growing contemporary problem, where so
much information from so many ‘amazing’ people, leads the individual to believe they are
or never will be good enough. Digging down for this positivity is challenging, but the
direct feedback of ‘I did it, I balanced a feather, I did a handstand for 10 seconds, I juggled
for three throws’, are small steps on the way to training a positive attitude.

It is the direct experience of circus, if guided by the right teachers that can help to impart
these character traits, viscerally. Throughout life, we are challenged with all sorts of
difficulty and it is in the way that we tackle these challenges that our character comes
through. Without social intelligence, a student cannot learn to support another student in a
human pyramid and by practicing human pyramids, a student learns, practices, strengthens
their social intelligence. What do others need around me? How can I behave to fit into this
group in order to make the best final image? Through active physical co-operation, the
individual learns that the power of many is far more powerful than the struggle of one, and
once this is realised, one can only experience gratitude for the magic of co-operation.

Finally, the power of curiosity has driven human endeavour for as long as recorded history.
Curiosity in its simplest form in a circus context is presenting a new group with a box of
equipment. Equipment that they know will require new ways of thinking, new behaviours,
stretching their own skill set. Circus actively trains curiosity, and it should be encouraged
at every opportunity.
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4. Studies in psychological development
Moving on from the individual students and the schools that they go through, we come to
some more general studies about the physiological and psychological mechanisms that are
at play when one practices circus activity; the actual experience of practicing. What is
happening in the mind, in the body and in the relationship between the performers? The
ideal goal of circus practice is to get to a point of complete communication and mastery of
an object (or objects), balance, or symbiosis with a partner or group.

4.1 Flow
The most obvious theoretical link is the study of ‘states of flow’. Csikszentmihalyi writes
about the ‘autotelic’ activity as an activity rewarding in and of itself (Nakamura &
Csikszentmihalyi, 2014 p.93). Not much could better describe circus training. Although
often a performance outcome is being rehearsed, and physical flexibility and strength are
the goals of some practice, circus can still be regarded as autotelic as the practice can and
often is practiced without these goals.

Flow as a general definition is activity wherein the participant is in direct relationship with
a challenge and is operating on overcoming that challenge, or challenges without
disturbance or changes of focus. Csikszentmihalyi writes that somebody in this ‘state’ of
flow presents the following characteristics:
•

Intense and focused concentration on what one is doing on the present moment

•

Merging of action and awareness

•

Loss of reflective self-consciousness (i.e., loss of awareness of oneself as a social
actor)

•

A sense that one can control one’s actions, that is, a sense that one can in principle
deal with the situation because one knows how to respond to whatever happens
next

•

Distortion of temporal experience (typically, a sense that time has passed faster
than normal)
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•

Experience of the activity as intrinsically rewarding, such that often the end goal is
just an excuse for the process (Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2014 p.90).

In his extensive research of flow activity and its effects on motivation, growth,
and productivity, Csikszentmihalyi has found some interesting and positive by-products of
flow. Firstly experiencing flow encourages a person to persist at it and return to an activity
because of the experiential rewards it promises. It thereby fosters skills in that activity over
time. It has been associated in a number of studies with commitment and achievement
during high school age (Carli, Fave & Massimini, 1988). An engagement with flow will
contribute to success and commitment to the participants’ chosen activity in the long term.
Correlational studies have predicted increase in self esteem based on the theory of flow
building the self. Furthermore, research suggests that mastering challenging activity in
daily life may protect against negative outcomes (Heine, 1996; Adlai-Gail, 1994; Schmidt,
2000 as cited in Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2014 p. 96). So flow activities have been
shown to encourage persistence, commitment and achievement in the long term, and as a
result can increase self-esteem and guard against negative outcomes.

Also in work age subjects, a particularly revealing study by LeFevre revealed that most
satisfaction (concentration, feeling happy, strong, creative and satisfied) was derived by
high skill high difficulty flow activities both in leisure an in the workplace
(Csikszentmihalyi & LeFevre, 1989). As a result, his study found that people spent more
time in difficult activities in the workplace, but surprisingly more time doing low skill, low
difficulty (low reward) activities in leisure time. The paradox came when the subjects
stated that they wished to be doing something else while at work in high skill, high
difficulty (rewarding) activity and doing just what they are doing in leisure low skill low
difficulty activity. This could have been due to the subjects’ prejudices against work and
for leisure activity where they feel they have freedom of choice. A further study of students
11-18 years revealed that this preconceived attitude to ‘work activity’ as undesirable versus
‘play’ as desirable are already in place by 11 yrs. and intensify across adolescent years
(Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2014 p.98).
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This may seem a spurious relationship to circus training, however it is in the relationship to
states of flow, which can be brought about in circus work, and the desire to engage in these
activities that we can learn about motivation, goal setting, and the optimal ways to raise
our youth. The implications here lie in the students’ perspective on the activity rather than
the actual task of doing it. The findings of Csikszentmihalyi give us encouraging results.
‘Possessing skills and interest in an activity is one precondition for finding flow in it’
(Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2014 p.92). I think that circus is at an advantage here
because, especially for young people, circus arts are exciting, kids want to practice to
become better.

If we turn back now to our lonely juggler who was learning in the corner with Vygotsky’s
scaffolding built up around him. Now that his motivation has been augmented by character
traits, grit, the perseverance to achieve the end result, zest, positivity and optimism the
practice is training his physical ability but also his character. Now on top of this, his direct
communication with the balls he is throwing and catching one after the other in quick
succession is producing a state of flow, a merging of action and awareness. The activity is
becoming intrinsically rewarding, as flow theory suggests, and is encouraging him to
practice more to achieve the trick. With encouraging input from the teacher, the desire to
practice is self-perpetuating, continuously increasing the rewards gained from the practice.
This intrinsic motivation is the goal of the teaching, to help the student find a balanced
state of flow with the apparatus.

An important concept to remember here is the choice of activity and its relationship to
motivation. This is key for not only circus but also educators in general. The role of the
teacher is to provide material that challenges the student but is ultimately achievable. The
consideration for a circus teacher is to be sure to provide;
•

Stimulus that supports flow states in the student

•

Stimulus that sufficiently stretches their individual skill level without pushing them
too far.

•

The presentation of stimulus should not allow them to perceive it as ‘work’ i.e. the
student has an element of choice.
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Entering flow depends on establishing a balance between perceived action capacities and
perceived action opportunities (Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2014 p.90). If challenges
begin to exceed skills, one first becomes vigilant and then anxious, if skills begin to exceed
challenges; one first relaxes and then becomes bored. The below figure was developed by
Csikszentmihalyi.
Figure 3 The quality of an experience as a function of the relationship between challenges
and skills. (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990)

One of the benefits of the equipment used in circus training is its ability to provide
increasing levels of difficulty without having to adapt the apparatus. For example, when
first hanging on the trapeze, the student must learn to come to sitting on the bar. To do this
the student must concentrate, listen to instruction and move their body, trust themselves,
overcome fear, to overcome the first challenge, Similarly after 10 years of practice, the
experienced trapeze artist, in a similar state of flow is refining split second timing on
exactly the same bar.

The major criticism of flow states is that the individual can seek flow in activities that are
neutral or destructive to the self, and even worse, destructive to others. It is also possible to
use the flow theory to create settings and objects that foster flow for ulterior motives. An
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obvious example is computer games, which are increasingly using complicated methods of
keeping children in the game by offering multiple channels for flow activity; gameplay,
social networking, shopping. Csikszentmihalyi has answered some of the negative
implications to flow theory (Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 1978).

One progressive school in the U.S has taken flow theory literally and installed a ‘Flow
Activities Room’ for students to use 3 times a week. The school encourages free choice of
activity in the room and stresses among other things, free choice, orderliness, concentration
and challenge (Whalen & Csikszentmihalyi, 1991).

If it can be shown that learning patterns of internal motivation can be sufficiently produced
from participation in circus training then this offers firm grounds for the ongoing inclusion
of Circus into a rounded school curriculum. Along with the physical activity and various
social and physical beneficial outcomes form circus training, the teaching and practicing of
motivation and persistence can be instilled using the psychology of flow theory and circus
practice.

4.2 Motivation
While delving into motivation in a contemporary setting, we mustn’t overlook the work of
Carol Dweck. Her research interests are primarily in motivation, personality, and
development and for most of her career she has published books and studies as well as
lecturing in these fields. Through various studies she has found two basic character
motivation profiles: Those who pursue challenge to increase themselves (adaptive, those
who pursue learning goals) and those who avoid high challenge for fear of looking bad or
disrupting their sense of self (maladaptive, those who pursue performance goals) (Dweck,
1986). This binary view can be used to filter students in a circus class into those who
require challenging and tailored instruction to give them the best opportunity to grow, and
those who require low skill achievable stimulus, in order to ‘fit in’ and be able to see
themselves as a successful member of a circus group. Dweck postulated that children with
‘learning goals’ were believed to approach situations with the goal to master the
acquisition of new skills, while children with ‘performance goals’ were believed to
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approach situations with the goal of gaining approval from peers and teachers (Dweck,
1986).

Dweck’s view began formulating in the 80s, around the same time that Flow theory was
being first published, and has paved the way for three decades of research into the
psychology of motivation. As a result, the modern view of motivation is detailed and
rooted in solid scientific study, and is now inextricably linked to goal setting. Goal-setting
theory (Locke & Latham, 2002) was developed over a 25-year period, based on some 400
laboratory and field studies. The detailed analysis of how people organize their motivation
has given us a number of clear discoveries.
High goals lead to greater effort and/or persistence than do moderately
difficult, easy, or vague goals. Goals direct attention, effort, and action
toward goal-relevant actions at the expense of non-relevant actions.
Because performance is a function of both ability and motivation, goal
effects also depend upon having the requisite task knowledge and skills
(Locke & Latham, 2002).
To further complicate the picture, if the goal is to obtain a favourable judgment of ability,
then children need to be certain their ability is high before displaying it for judgment.
Otherwise, they will choose tasks that conceal their ability or protect it from negative
evaluation (Dweck, 1986). In the circus classroom, high goal setting should be encouraged
for those capable of coping with failure, and for the rest, an awareness of their abilities
should encouraged and a constant reminder that they can always seek higher. Often it is the
process not the end result that yields the lesson.
Dweck has also been an active researcher in people’s opinion of their ‘self’ and their
’intelligence’ and the relationship of this to their performance. People generally fall into
one of two categories, those who believe their intelligence (ability) is fixed and those who
believe their intelligence is improvable. Many studies have established that those who
believe intelligence is fixed, and focus on an end goal in education are more susceptible to
feelings of failure whereas those with a flexible view of intelligence, who focus on the
process of learning are far more unlikely to feel disappointment in educational
environments (Dweck, 1986). Essentially, this is a precursor to the concept that learning is
learnable. This is a goal of many modern schools that are moving away from the pumping
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of information into students and instead fostering their ‘self regulated’ learning. Dweck
‘Often makes the analogy that between mental and physical activity’.
We often talk about learning power as being composed of a set of learning
muscles that are capable of being stretched and strengthened. Dweck sees the
classroom like a mind gym (Claxton, 2011 p.30).
Although Dweck’s research may not seem specifically linked to circus training, by its
nature circus skill exposes the students to immediate success or failure scenarios. If the
student has adopted a fixed intelligence mindset, then the teachers must increase the
student’s confidence by giving them easily achievable tasks first, before slowly stretching
their skill. If the student is of the flexible mindset, then more difficult tasks can be given
which actively stretch the student’s capabilities. But ultimately, to achieve mastery in any
discipline, it is through repetition that one achieves success. If using the psychology of
motivation can help circus students push for success, then the motivation must point the
students into diligent practice.

4.3 Practice
The dictum ‘practice makes perfect’, is not without its basis in rigorous scientific research.
Where once it was a saying of experience, evidence can now support the claim. Newell &
Rosenbloom (1981) gather the research from a number of studies in physical skill activity
and conclude unequivocally that indeed to learn a new task, especially physical, repetition
and active adjustment is required. Furthermore, this learning follows the long believed
linear curve, simply put, for physical activity, the more time you put in the more you get
out of the activity. Extensive studies from last century have proven that in all
configurations and all types of movement, repetition increases skill level and decreases
time. Snoddy (1926) Crossman (1959) Kolers (1975) Neisser et al. (1963) Card, English &
Burr (1978) Seibel (1963) Moran (1980) Neves & Anderson (1980) (all as cited in Newell
& Rosenbloom, 1981).

The implications of this for the circus are obvious. While many students are dazzled by
new apparatus and want to be master of everything in the shortest time possible, it is only
by practice that one will achieve anything resembling mastery of an apparatus.
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And on the activity of practice, the resultant learning of a new skill is not the only benefit.
A number of studies of physical brain mass and its relationship to the practice of juggling
have recently been published. In a very general definition, the physical brain consists of
white matter and grey matter; the grey matter is made up of neurons, brain cells that
communicate with each other through electric impulses. The white matter is the axons, or
the connectors between these cells. It is the cells and the complicated connections between
them that were physically changed by the practice of juggling. A U.S study was done in
2004 and again in 2008 in which participants’ brains were measured with the most
powerful MRI scanner available before during and after learning to juggle for the first
time. A scan was done after 7 days, then 14, then 28 days. All participants showed and
increase in grey matter, and the most surprising result was that changes occurred very
quickly, as soon as 7 days (Driemeyer, Boyke, Gaser, Büchel, & May, 2008). The
relationship to grey matter increase was directly linked to learning to juggle. A further
Oxford study in 2009, deepened the scope and found and increase in white matter as well
after learning to juggle (Scholz, Klein, Behrens, & Johansen-Berg, 2009). The implications
for the circus student and teacher are that positive outcomes can be put down persisting
with practice. Most importantly, the time spent training and practising rather than the level
of skill attained was the most important factor.

4.4 Risk
One final aspect of circus that is perhaps unique, if not problematic is its relationship to
risk. The academic understanding of risk has been extensively studied (Boyer, 2006). In
the context of risk-taking in the academic sphere Clifford has discovered positive
outcomes; ‘these (risk taking) tasks facilitated learning and appeared to elicit increased
effort expenditure’ (Clifford, 1991). So encouraging academic risk taking can have huge
benefits for students, as it promotes action. Physically challenging oneself and learning to
take positive risk in a circus environment could have follow-on benefits in the academic
sphere by encouraging similar positive risk taking behaviour.

Teaching of risk has been a traditionally difficult subject but it cannot be avoided that one
of the core aspects of circus is its fascination with taking and exploiting risk. McCutcheon
talks of the importance of including risk in school environments. ‘The notion of risk is
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illustrated as intrinsic, and essential for successful implementation in schools.’
(McCutcheon, 2003 p.4) So how does one introduce physical risk into a school? This could
be regarded as the fundamental question that hampers circus in a structured school
environment. The answer is in a careful balance between technique and perceived risk
taking activity. In some western cultures, the insurance culture has all but killed risk taking
activity in all age groups to the serious detriment of personal growth.
A toddler, learning to walk, must risk falling. She may fail many times, but
her skill and therefore her chances will improve, and ultimately she will
succeed; she will win. Each attempt to stand is a gamble. If you want to
avoid the risk of falling, simply remain sitting or lying down (Bolton, 2004
p.29).

There is of course a balance that must be made between actual physical danger and
increasing the students’ awareness of their potential. Without having tried, the baby would
not know the possibility of walking, and is not considered suicidal for doing so, the
opposite, she is encouraged, so why and when is this encouragement stopped? Hartley
(2013) has noticed that ‘rather than encountering risk, the students in my care are
encountering sociological fear, and that this fear can limit their understanding of
themselves’ (p.70). In a structured workshop of teaching adolescents aerial followed by
devising theatre, Hartley found that the exhaustion and physical experience of risk in the
morning improved the creative process in the afternoon ‘this exhaustion led to honest,
‘risky’ and open devising between the students’ (p.40).

Bolton tackles risk with more direct assuredness. ‘Circus activities are not only inherently
safe, but may be a means of teaching risk-assessment and risk- management from an early
age.’ (Bolton, 2004 p.19). Bolton makes a strong case that if ‘young lives provide enough
‘vertigo moments’, and enough opportunity for ‘extreme’ role-playing, they may
experience an adolescence free from real peril’ (Bolton, 2004 p.31). Bolton argues that the
‘vertigo’ feeling that children so actively seek, that is the feeling at the top of a swing,
being throw or tumbled by mother or father, falling over in a funny way, flipping on a
trampoline. These feelings, although they encourage traditionally ‘risky’ behaviour may be
the education that children need in order to appreciate real danger. Without falling once or
twice on a tightrope, a student would never know the practical danger of falling and be
more inclined to bigger misjudged risks in the future, like walking at greater height without
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a ‘falling technique’ or failsafes. Bolton argues that in the insurance driven age, any risk
taking is cancelled and the results are a miseducated generation.

Children must be encouraged to go on adventures in what are to them
relatively dangerous situations, be mischievous, set just-attainable
challenges that give pleasure from meeting them, take risks, be
adventurous and make mistakes and suffer the consequences, gain selfesteem and self-confidence by being successful, reliable and punctual,
and contribute to family and community life by shopping, visiting or
running errands (Hillman, 1999 p.3) as cited in (Bolton, 2004).

Bolton also expands the scope and talks about ‘late flowering’ risk taking in adolescence
and adulthood. With our increasingly ‘cotton-wool childhoods, risk-free playgrounds and
safe family vehicles dominating those years where children should be learning survival
lessons’ the result is that youth is graduating people with unfulfilled needs for risky
behaviour. New generations are partaking in higher stakes risk activity (extreme sports,
gambling, bizarre sexual behaviour) that is seemingly ‘making up for lost time’ (Bolton,
2004 p.32).

We have covered a lot of ground. Our lonely juggler is progressing nicely now with an
armoury of solid theory. He has Vygotsky´s scaffolding, constructed by the teacher, all
around him, he is engaged in flow, he is motivated by exercises which suit his personality,
following from Dweck’s research. He is setting high goals for himself and he is learning by
taking risks, stretching his potential by trialling unusual methods of throwing, standing in
different positions, trialling different objects. The ultimate goal is to get five balls into the
air and caught in a regular pattern. This will require the seven character traits of success,
from Tough, Duckworth and Seligman: Grit, self-control, zest, social intelligence,
gratitude, optimism, and curiosity. And to get him there he will need to practice, and
practice and practice. All of the elements are coming together now in this individual
example. But this juggler exists only in the imagination, as a utopian dream of educational
theorist. We can’t stop here. How do we ensure that these improvements in thinking can be
reproduced in the student and how do we ensure that every student that comes through
Æskusirkus receives the same quality training?
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5. Æskusirkus Curriculum

5.1 Organisational growth
Bringing our focus back to the current school in Reykjavík, a curriculum for Icelandic
circus training is currently in development (appendix 1). Recent growth in the Æskusirkus
has been in the planning and organisation of the education. There is currently a consistent
effort to progress the school so it may provide a better circus training for children of all
ages. This led to the adaptation of the summer curriculum from 2015 into something that
can be used over the autumn and spring semesters in the winter school. Along with this, a
draft for assessment criteria is being trialled for the first time.

5.2 The current structure/ curriculum
In 2017 there were 7 core staff members who taught during the Sunday classes. Tuesday
night training was trialled for the first time by 4 teachers on a rotating roster with positive
results. The first hour was used as a warm-up and physical conditioning time and the final
hour as an ‘open training’ where students could choose what they wanted to practice. The
structure of the Sunday classes is divided into roughly 1-hour blocks. The beginner group
comes together for one hour for warm-up, acrobatics, and group pyramids, then they
choose which two departments they wish to train in and spend and hour in each
department, divided by a 15 min snack break. Each teacher takes 30-50 min classes in their
own specialisation and teaches whoever decides to join them on that day. The intermediate
group start 2 hours later and follow the same structure. There is 1 hour of overlap where
both the beginners and the intermediate are training at the same time. The reason this is
done is because the school only has a limited time (5 hours on a Sunday) in the Judo and
Taekwondo and needs to utilise every available hour. The structure is organic enough to
adapt, if for example only one or two students choose a particular department one day then
it is possible to reorder classes.

All of the teachers are very talented in their own fields and have been performers for
Sirkus Íslands. Currently we have one teacher who has been trained at a circus university
and we expect two more after the summer of 2017 to join us. So, the skill of the teachers in
Æskusirkus is not lacking. Over the years the teachers have developed their specific style
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of imparting this skill to their students, through trial and error and building on past
experience in scouts or theatre groups or from their own school years. If there were any
aspect of the teaching that could be improved, however, it would be the teacher technique
and general knowledge of childhood development and growth. Any strengthening and
stretching the school must then be done in line with strengthening the general knowledge
of the teachers. As previously mentioned, the primary age range for circus teaching is 6-18.
So what does psychology for teachers have to say about our circus students?

5.3 Psychology applied to circus teaching (Psychosocial, cognitive and physical
development)
Contemporary circus teachers need to be aware of the current thinking on how children
learn and how they physically grow. As circus is primarily a physical act, learning and
growth are inextricably linked.

Circus training, as opposed to social circus is generally practiced from the age of 6 and up.
Although skills can be learnt at younger ages, most trainers will generally accept that
before 6 yrs. an individual has not achieved various milestones imperative for the practice
of complicated skills which form the basis of circus ability (AYCO, 2017). In the social
circus sphere, there would be general acceptance that most exercises are not age restrictive
and with proper supervision, toddlers can try to walk the tight wire, and pensioners can
learn to juggle. There are in fact groups around the world that cater to both extremes.
Cirkus Cikör in Sweden are engaging social circus for the elderly in nursing homes (Cirkus
Cirkör, 2016). They have developed a new concept of a ‘seated circus’ with great success,
focusing on teaching carers as well as the elderly themselves. On the other end of the
spectrum, there are groups who are opening their circus space to toddlers and the very
young (assisted by their parents of course) (Circus, n.d.) to offer the young and their carers
an alternative fun way to physically challenge themselves, bond and learn about the
physical world.

5.3.1 Younger student 6-12yrs
From roughly the age of 6, the individual has advanced to the understanding that the world
is separate from themselves and behaviour must be modified if one wants to achieve
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something new, this is called egocentrism (Snowman et al., 2012 p.40). A crucial step in
the circus learning process is learning performance technique. This is essentially a form of
formative assessment; a final product from which a teacher can see what the student has
learnt and what they have yet to learn. Performance also serves as a goal to strive towards
and a positive experience to remember and be proud of. Younger children who have not
left their egocentric world have difficulty seeing things from another person’s perspective
(Piaget & Inhelder, 1971). This makes rehearsal difficult and giving direction almost
impossible. This condition is called egocentrism, and along with physical coordination
characteristics of the 6 and below, it is not an ideal time for circus training. Added to this,
the very young exhibit perceptual centration, (Snowman et al., 2012 p.40) or the strong
tendency to focus attention on only one characteristic of an object or aspect of a problem or
event at a time. It is absolutely necessary for a circus artist to be able to split their focus
across a field of awareness (balls in the air, different muscles in the body, acrobats).
Children over the age of seven gradually become less influenced by perceptual centration,
irreversibility, and egocentrism (DeVries, 1997).

A further reason that straight circus training is not encouraged for the very young is to do
with safety. It is proven that the accident rate peaks in 3rd grade. (Snowman et al., 2012
p.115) As children gain motor skills, so do their confidence levels and this often outweighs
the physical ability and unsafe decisions are made. However, despite all this, with diligent
supervision, any practice can be made safe for any age group, given enough time, staff and
resources. The benefits of circus practice should not be exclusive for any age group, but
the regimented training should begin after 6-7yrs.

During early psychosocial development, younger students like to feel that they are working
to achieve something. This is the industry vs. inferiority stage according to Eriksson
(Snowman et al., 2012 p.43). Students need to experience a sense of industry through
successful practice, the feeling that they have worked hard and learnt this new skill. If the
exercises are complex enough to be difficult but simple enough to conquer, then there is an
apt justification for the very familiar ‘mum, dad, look at what I can do!’ This should make
intuitive sense here. A good sense of achievement is always felt with regular showings of
what students can do.
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Primary grade children often like organized games in small groups, and numerous studies
and theorists have discovered that cooperative learning increases student achievement. ‘All
human experience is ultimately social’, professes Dewey (Dewey, 1938 p.14), and
although a juggler may make strident progress practicing on their own, the dialogue with
fellow jugglers will enrich them, and through feedback and mutual constructive criticism,
ultimately make them better juggler. The natural organisation of circus training is that there
are many divisions or apparatus that can be learned so there are natural divisions into
smaller groups. Juggle, aerial, balancing, acrobatics, unicycle etc. Within these sub groups,
the interactions between students produce a mini culture of sharing and education within
the confines of the apparatus.

Kids at this age may also be overly concerned with rules (Snowman et al., 2012 p.46). This
is perfect for the safety conscious teachers, and rules are imperative for the building of core
skills that can be built on. However, one of the main distinguishers of circus from, for
example gymnastics, is that although the physical skills could be looked on as essentially
the same there is a distinct bending or breaking of the rules in circus which lifts it out of
the sports gymnasium and into a artistic stage where personal expression comes before
refined movement. Rules, therefore, are necessary but so is the bending of rules
(McManus, 2003 p.13). This concept should of course be treated with care by any teacher
but it must not be forgotten that often new ideas, new apparatus, new tricks come from the
testing and bending of existing rules and as a core belief in circus, this should not be
discouraged in circus class. This ties in with the notion of risk and is an important part of
circus training. ‘A toddler, learning to walk must risk falling’. The rules set out for a
toddler are simple, gravity pulls you down and if you fall you hurt yourself. Yet a toddler
must break this rule to learn one of the most important lessons of life. A creative students
rule bending, although disruptive, may be the lesson they require in that particular class.

Along with the fixation with rules, this age group is also preoccupied with the completion
of tasks. It is important that each skill taught must be achievable and has a clearly
delineated endpoint. Although for example an aerial act may have many tricks seamlessly
sewn together, each trick must be taught as a unit with a clear beginning and end. Teachers
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should try to minimize and correct failures to prevent development of feelings of
inferiority. This ties in with flow theory and ‘skill stretching’. Units of teaching must be
introduced that balance out the challenge and the existing skill of the students and don’t try
to push them too far. A perfect way to measure this is with a clearly delineated endpoint to
a teaching unit.

A big consideration for society today is the growing weight problems in children. Primary
age children are given more control over their diet and often can’t control it responsibly. In
the United Sates between 1976 and 1980, 6.5 percent of children from six to eleven years
of age were judged to be overweight. By 2004 that percentage more than doubled to 17.5
percent (Kelly & Moag-Stahlberg, 2002; National Center for Health Statistics, 2007,
Bloom & Cohen, 2007). This not restricted to the U.S, it is a worldwide problem and is
also occurring in Iceland. The latest figures show that up to 13% of 2-4 year olds are
overweight in the Reykjavík area and according to the same study 20% of school age boys
are over ‘ideal weight’ and 21% of girls are over ‘ideal weight’. 12 yr. olds are in specific
danger if they are overweight due to growth and behaviour patterns that become ingrained
in adolescent years (Ragnheiður Erlendsdóttir, 2017). Two factors contribute to weight
problems, diet and exercise. Circus, being inherently physical activity can help children
achieve their recommended 30 minutes a day (Lýðheilsustöð, 2008). Circus had the added
benefit of being an activity that can appeal to young people, thus motivate them into
activity without presenting it as a ‘daily requirement’.

Although small in magnitude, gender differences in motor skill performance at this age
range are apparent. Boys tend to outperform girls on tasks that involve kicking, throwing,
catching, running, broad jumping, and batting. Girls surpass boys on tasks that require
muscular flexibility, balance, and rhythmic movements. (Berk, 2009 p. 180). As a result,
the circus generally finds more girls in the aerial department, performing floor acrobatics
and contortion and the boys tend to go more for juggling and unicycling. Although these
general gender distinctions exist, it is also healthy for every circus program to introduce
everyone to the whole range of skills required in all fields before giving them a choice to
specialize in one field.
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Ultimately, play still makes a huge impact on primary age children’s’ development. Play
still serves in refining the skills of self-direction and self-control, learning how to join the
play activities of others, and fostering the development of such cognitive skills as planning
and using symbols (Bergen & Fromberg, 2009 p428).

5.3.2 Adolescents 12-18 yrs.
From the beginning of adolescence various physical and psychological changes occur in
students, which must not be overlooked when constructing effective teaching. According
to Eriksson, in the primary psychosocial development of the individual is a transition from
industry vs. inferiority to identity vs. role confusion (Snowman et al., 2012 p.63). During
adolescence, there is greater concern about appearance and gender roles than about
occupational choice. Growing individual independence leads to initial thoughts about
identity and preoccupation with this. Who am I and what do I stand for? Adolescents are
expected to come to terms with such questions as, “Who am I?” and “Where am I going?”
(Snowman et al., 2012 p.29)). Self-awareness and large emphasis on social bonds/ status
are prevalent in teenage years and as the social muscles are expanding it is important to
give the students more freedom. Piaget believed that social interactions among peers on the
same level of development would do more to stimulate cognitive development than social
interactions between children and adults (teachers) because interactions among intellectual
equals are more likely to lead to fruitful discussions, analyses, and debates. (Snowman et
al., 2012 p.104) This ‘real world’ interaction is becoming more and more important;
student-to-student, physical, verbal, connection.

Today we have increasingly powerful distractions in the form of screens. Whole worlds
can be created and explored and lived in providing a clean and satisfying replacement for
the somewhat uncontrollable and messy ‘real’ world that so many are willing to hide from.
Inside the virtual world however, there is no break from the social pressure, body image
harassment and bullying. These worlds provide a distraction but not a solution, and often a
dangerous complication. And young people today are often battling blindly in these
unchartered territories, as the infrastructure around them is growing so fast that it cannot be
properly monitored or tested. Children need real world experiences to grow, direct
relationships to objects, to people, to gravity. They need to invest in states of flow to
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physically understand how things work, how they must modify their behaviour to adapt to
the world. Children, and adolescents, need challenges that test their character, zest, grit,
curiosity and that seeing a challenging goal through to the end is rewarding on more than a
just a surface level.

During adolescence there are important factors linked to hormonal changes as well as
physical changes. An important consideration for any physical training at this age is
growth spurts. From the age of around 12 boys and girls begin to develop quickly and at
unpredictable rates, generally girls develop into puberty faster than boys but when boys do
begin to develop they can grow very quickly, gaining new physical ability over a relatively
short period of time (Beunen & Malina, 1988). There are few points to be aware of while
providing physical training for this age group. Firstly these growth spurts, the associated
self-awareness and gender difference obsession must be addressed. Students may feel more
uncomfortable with physical exercise if they perceive it to display them in a bad way or
forces them into uncomfortable proximity with other people. Touching should not be
considered taboo, nor should it be excessively encouraged, but it is a basic human need and
scientific research has shown the simple act of touching strengthens bonds and trust and
opens people up to positive communication (Fisher, Rytting, & Heslin, 1976). Finally, it
should be noted that growth spurts may be very useful in the progression of ability with the
added strength or height in a relatively short time and care must be taken that new physical
strength is used responsibly and in a safe way (Beunen & Malina, 1988).

A sensitive but very important consideration for teachers of physical skills for adolescents
is to do with body image. It is a fact that much of circus work is physical and bodies need
to touch or hold another’s weight and at times there is a requirement for physical
confidence and boldness. This puts pressure on the students who at this age are going
through considerable physical changes. It is imperative that a circus teacher approaches
adolescent classes with this sensitivity. Students with growing bodies may feel
disappointed if their new body type, size or weight suddenly doesn’t allow them to perform
the same movement that they once were able to master. This may seem to them out of their
control or unfair. In a circus-training environment, a teacher may also encounter
adolescents who, for body image reasons, do not wish to extend themselves. The identity
obsession and fear can be debilitating. It is important that circus teachers approach
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adolescent students with this knowledge and are prepared to challenge the students’ skill
while respecting their reserve.

In another spectrum, there is a real danger that intense physical training can slow down
puberty and growth in general. In extreme cases, the desire to ‘win’ can lead the individual
to hamper their own physical development. In one study of high-level gymnastics athletes
in Sweden, it was found that excessive training could slow the body’s natural development.
‘As a group, the gymnasts had a significantly delayed age of menarche compared to the
control group and to normal Swedish girls. They also had significantly less body fat and
were shorter and lighter than the control group. They grew much more slowly and did not
have the distinct growth spurt seen in the controls’ (Lindholm, And, & Ringertz, 1994) It is
therefore a responsibility of the physical trainers to make their students aware that extreme
physical training can have a huge effect at this age. Circus training, being physical, could
be extended to this extreme. Although ‘strengthening and stretching’ circus training may
have an end goal of producing high quality students, our teachers must be also aware of the
dangers of excessive physical training.

There are risks at the high end of physical fitness but adolescents are not immune to the
risks at the low end of physical exercise. Again, the obesity problem exists in adolescents.
Figures from the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention in the United States say that
approximately 16 percent of students are considered to be overweight; 13 percent are obese
(Bloom & Cohen, 2007). Where in younger ages, the freedom of choice in diet and
exercise was a leading factor obesity, in adolescents the problem can be more related to
body image.

Current evidence suggests two things: first, that adolescents experience more intense
positive and negative emotions than do adults (Larson & Sheeber, 2009 p15). Therefore,
as always it is as important to maintain a safe, encouraging and supportive teaching
environment where positive feedback between students is encouraged.

One final consideration specifically related to teenagers is their growing ability and
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requirement to be in control of their own education. Teenagers require more room to
discover their own lessons, but on the other hand if given too much room they will not
push themselves to achieve more either due to fear of failure, discomfort or simply lack of
knowledge. They are capable of using their own capabilities to discover useful learning
exercises but without supervision and guidance, they may not use such capabilities
consistently (Snowman et al., 2012 p.137)). Therefore a balance must be sought which
both pushes the students towards excellence while also giving them the freedom to
discover it for themselves. This calls back to the theory of flow and its relationship to
motivation. An individual will engage in flow if there is:
•

Stimulus that supports flow states in the student.

•

Stimulus that sufficiently stretches their individual skill level without pushing them
too far (skill stretching).

•

The presentation of stimulus should not allow them to perceive it as ‘work’ i.e. the
student has an element of choice.

Currently the Æskusirkus school requires a choice of specialisation that each student must
make out of the five standard departments. This gives the student the belief that they can
make major choices about what they are learning they feel like they are in control.

In order to establish a curriculum grounded in theory, devoted to the advancement of the
circus student, it must be informed by the physical, psychosocial and cognitive
development that the student is going through. Youth can be very roughly split into two
age groups:
•

The younger student requires neat and regulated learning; distinct rules that should
be obeyed (or broken) and they need to know that they are working towards
something. These students appreciate and learn through play, and learn a lot from
each other so group learning is normally successful.

•

Adolescents like to discover more for themselves and have strong desire to be in
control of their own education. They are going through considerable physical and
hormonal changes and teachers of physical skill, as is the case in most of circus,
must be sensitive to this.
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Now we have analysed international schools, looked into growth character, motivation and
flow theory and covered a lot of ground in the psychological theory and developmental
theory. In creating a new curriculum to be taught in or around Icelandic schools, attention
must also be paid to the current national curriculum. How can circus training fit into the
mould that the Icelandic government prescribe? How can it be connected?

5.4 Icelandic National Curriculum

According to law, all children are entitled to appropriate education
in compulsory school, both academic, vocational and artistic.
(Mennta- og menningarmálaráðuneyti, 2015 p.30)

The Icelandic school curriculum lays out the core elements that schools should follow for
the education of Icelandic citizens. It should be mentioned that currently there is no
mention of circus or any Icelandic translations of this word in any curriculum of any
school level in Iceland. Along with the recent research that art education is currently ‘not
respected enough’ (Mennta- og menningarmálaráðuneyti, 2017) in Icelandic schools, I will
present an argument that circus can be taught to fill the requirements of an ‘arts and crafts’
subject. By connecting the core attributes of the national curriculum, I argue that circus can
and does have a place in the education system in Iceland.

5.4.1 Leikskólar
According to the Icelandic playschool curriculum, some of the goals of play school
education is to provide:
•

An opportunity for varied forms of movement

•

Facilities to play and stimulate their imagination and creativity.

•

(Situations to) encourage children to express themselves in various ways, for
example, through play, movement, visual arts, music, language, numbers and
symbols (Mennta- og menningarmálaráðuneyti, 2012 p.34).

Circus is a perfect platform to provide for all of these goals. Circus not only involves but
also requires various forms of movement. Circus as a cultural phenomenon especially
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ignites the imagination of the very young and along with this enthusiasm comes roleplaying, as can be seen by the successful operation of ‘toddler’ circus courses all over the
world (Circus, n.d.) (Flipside Circus, 2017) that it can be an enriching activity for the
physical and creative development of this age group. The curriculum also states:
Materials for preschool should be varied and appeal to different children
at different age. An effort should be made to revalue and develop
playthings regularly. Playthings should be encouraging and appeal to
various senses and stimulate the children to examine and explore
(Mennta- og menningarmálaráðuneyti, 2012 p.40).
Through the use of circus educational equipment, spinning plates, balancing objects,
manipulation objects, costume and movement technique, play is more than encouraged and
there are enough variations of use for each object that can keep a child’s sense of sight,
balance, touch and sound stimulated through a session of play. In short all of these
objectives can be encompassed for many sessions with a circus box of tricks. Furthermore,
a study has linked circus training in playschool age children with distinct benefits in
posture and balance (Sahli et al., 2013).

5.4.2 Grunnskólar
The primary school curriculum (Mennta- og menningarmálaráðuneyti, 2015b) was last
published in 2013 to give guidelines for the compulsory part of Icelandic schooling.
Children in Iceland are required by law to go to school starting in their 6th year and
continuing at least until their 16th year . The curriculum explains 6 ‘fundamental pillars’
(grunnþættir) that underlie the whole school curriculum across subject fields. However, the
most natural connection for circus in the current primary curriculum is through the dance
and theatre art stream.

5.4.4 Dance and Theatre Education
According to Menntamálaráðuneytið, (2015), Dance is important to contribute to the
pupils’ physical intelligence through dance and encourage them to exercise daily (p.147).
This relates to the ‘self awareness’ that is encouraged across the curriculum and extends
that to involve specific awareness of your body in space in relation to other people.
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Practicing circus acrobatics and group pyramids serves a similar end. Through physical
touch and spatial awareness, knowing how to hold your weight and support that of another,
the students can extend their ‘physical intelligence’ and ‘physical literacy’ in much the
same way as in a dance class. In fact, in the circus class at Laugarnesskóli, the circus
curriculum was built in as a supplement to the dance curriculum and then superseded it,
using the same concepts of teaching and practice (Laugarnesskóli, 2016).

Drama should be designed to build the students’ self awareness. By ‘enriching the pupils’
understanding of themselves, experiment with different expression forms, behaviour and
solutions in a secure school environment, dramatic arts constantly test cooperation,
relationships, creativity, language, expression, critical thinking, physical exertion’
(Mennta- og menningarmálaráðuneyti, 2015 p.149). This is remarkably similar to one of
the requirements for physical education. ‘In physical education pupils learn to know their
own body and experience its possibilities for expression and creativity. This can encourage
the self-confidence and self-image of the individual. Games involving singing and dancing,
dramatic expression and creativity should be part of physical education (Mennta- og
menningarmálaráðuneyti, 2015 p.187).

Circus is essentially a performative art and ample opportunities should be provided to
allow students to show what they have learnt. By doing this, the student is exercising a
number of outcomes outlined by the drama curriculumIt is essential that on a regular basis there is an opportunity to celebrate the
outcome of the work in presentations or performances. When the pupils
come together and do their best in a production, the pillars of equality and
democracy in school activities are strengthened and moreover such events
have a positive influence on the pupils’ fellow feeling and the school
atmosphere, and this also creates a possibility of cooperation between the
home and the school (Mennta- og menningarmálaráðuneyti, 2015 p.149).

Often schools neglect the hobbies of children, and the latest curriculum has acknowledged
this.
It is important that schools take into consideration the individual needs
of children and youth. Everyone needs an opportunity to enjoy their
strengths, which is a key factor in building a positive self-image. Many
hobbies of children and youth advance health and can be of use in this
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context. By making room for their interest areas in school activities, it is
possible to develop strengths and interest, stimulate a positive selfimage and thus encourage health (Mennta- og menningarmálaráðuneyti,
2015 p.21).

It is quite common that students who don’t fall into the prescribed team sports, football,
gymnastics, handball, nor have an interest in other extra curricular activity are left on their
own. Circus has often been the refuge of these children. Where many sports have one main
skill set, kicking or throwing or swimming etc. the circus spans many and often combines
skills together. It may be that the colourful array of apparatus appeal to certain students.
The circus has a subtle archetypal reputation of being a place for outsiders, the
extrapolators in society. This may call to a certain type of student who would not normally
fit in with regular team sports activity. A place for these ‘unusual activities’ in the school
structure could have a positive impact on these students and help them become involved in
positive group activity.

Equal opportunities to study should be kept in mind in physical education and individual
requirements should be taken into consideration. All pupils have to use their strengths to
build a positive self-image. In this context, various hobbies and interests that pupils have
may be used to promote exercise and health (Mennta- og menningarmálaráðuneyti, 2015
p.188).

5.4.5 Framhaldsskólar
The curriculum for the upper secondary school, or college is very similar to that of primary
school in that the same six foundation pillars dictate the foundations. The curriculum talks
of a general process of education as the acquisition of three things, ‘knowledge, skills and
competence’ (Mennta- og menningarmálaráðuneyti, 2015a p.38). As upper school is
regarded as the ‘springboard’ into the workplace, a large emphasis is placed on vocational
studies. This is, the most important thing to emphasize in a curriculum for college, circus
and vocational training. This has been recognized and supported by the innovative Finnish
national curriculum for college, where circus exists as a separate stream in vocational
training (Finnish National Board of Education, 2010). Whether in the dance, theatre or
even visual art, media and creative streams, circus is an internationally recognized art
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form. For students to have become at least acquainted with the basics of the art form and
its relationship to their chosen field can only strengthen their creative output. The physical
requirements of circus training not only help promote a healthier lifestyle, but also assist in
creating neural pathways opening the mind to new immediate discovery (Scholz, Klein,
Behrens, & Johansen-Berg, 2009).

The above quotes are direct quotes from the Icelandic National Curriculum and would
pertain to teaching circus in the Icelandic school system. Æskusirkus is an after school
extra curricular activity that has the potential to be taught in regular schools as an actual
subject. There is now a very young in-school program that is being successfully developed
in an Icelandic primary school. One ex-member of Sirkus Íslands, is the first teacher in an
Icelandic primary school to teach solely circus as an arts subject. By looking at how this
course operates and how it fits in to the school, how it has developed inside the Icelandic
school system, we can see its potential to be used as a template for further courses.

5.4 Circus teaching in Laugarnesskóli (Katla)
Katla Þórarinsdóttir began as a class teacher and specialist dance teacher, which is
currently recognised as a valid subject by the Icelandic primary curriculum. After stepping
away from teaching as a class teacher, she has now become solely a circus skills teacher,
teaching all ages, within a primary school, the first person to do so in Iceland. I sat down
with Katla for an informal interview and asked her for her thoughts on how circus fits into
an Icelandic primary school.

5.4.1 Laugarnesskóli
Laugarnesskóli is an unusual primary school in Iceland as it only goes up to year 6 whereas
most other primary schools continue to year 10. There are roughly 530 students in the
school and circus class is designed so that every student goes through a circus unit every
year. The course fits in with the school’s ‘art and crafts’ timetable, which is part of
compulsory education (Mennta- og menningarmálaráðuneyti, 2015, pg. 52) in Iceland. The
age cut-off has significance here in that a circus program has yet to be trialled in the age
group from 12-15, an age where, according to the education department (mennta- og
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menningarmálaráðuneyti, 2017), art teaching declines dramatically as the focus shifts more
onto academic study in preparation for college entrance examinations.
5.4.2 Convincing the system
Katla explained that without her connection with the school principle, it would not have
been possible to convince the school and department of education to proceed with the
program. She has years of experience as a teacher, having graduated with her teaching
diploma from the teacher’s university and having taught ballet privately for many years,
but this alone would not be convincing enough. The strong working relationship with the
principle began when they were working together at Ölduselskóli and that it was with
much help from her that the program was allowed to be included. She had done the
groundwork in connecting circus education with the national curriculum, and has found a
lot of similarities in the general abilities prescribed by the dance, theatre and general art a
craft chapters.

Another convincing factor was circus training’s pertinence in regard to a special program
that the school has called ‘Palldagskrá’. It is a weekly performance that where students in
year or class groups come forward and present in front on the whole school. The
performances are always under the guidance of a teacher, and every student is encouraged
to perform at least once ‘on the platform’ every winter. Circus arts fit perfectly into the
slot. Circus is a simple and encouraging method for involving all students regardless of
ability in a cooperative production that can be enjoyed by all. So having a specialist circus
trainer in the school can only be an advantage in helping the goals of this program. For the
schools birthday in 2016, the students performed a very popular circus performance for the
rest of the school over a weekend.

5.4.3 The school circus curriculum
Katla has formed a curriculum with a varying circus program from year 2 to year 6. The
fundamental pillars of education, health and wellbeing, equality, democracy and human
rights, literacy and sustainability are tied into her curriculum and follow through as a
common thread across all areas and age levels. The school itself lays down a guideline
over all art courses, which encourages ‘innovative thinking’. This could have be a helping
factor in getting the course up and running, as circus is so new in Iceland it could be
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regarded as an innovative education technique. The school guidelines expand this to claim
that a ‘creative ability, originality are imperative on an individual level and a community
level, to meet the constant demands of a modern society’ (Laugarnesskóli, 2016).

In her teaching, Katla is building the knowledge from the ground up. She focuses much of
the underlying teaching on trust and cooperation within the group. ‘Cooperation is the
thread that links it all together’. According to the national curriculum, cooperation and
awareness and respect for others and their differences, strengths, weaknesses are a core
‘pillar’ (Menntamálaráðuneytið, 2015). Similar to dance training, the individual must
‘open their eyes’ and be aware of what is happening in their immediate environment. The
spatial awareness of dance is something that she finds integral to the teaching of circus,
that is, the ability to focus on yourself awhile still being completely aware of the
movements of others around you and working or moving together. Katla uses circus to
teach the kids to work together, trust each other and increase their physical awareness.

Katla emphasises that much of the circus training is repetition. ‘Practice makes perfect’.
Learning the diligence to practice gives the students a feeling of achievement when they
notice improvement. The classes are arranged as such that the same students return to the
same apparatus every year and there is always a joy when the students realize that they can
do more with the apparatus that the previous year. The familiarity helps a lot; they begin
again with the same object but with a markedly better skill level. These small lessons could
function to highlight for the children the importance of practice and revisiting old material
to gauge their improvement.

Another key factor in a school environment as opposed to an extra curricular course, is that
kids from all backgrounds and with all sorts of differences and special abilities come
together in the same classroom. One of the challenges of her work is to encourage the ‘kids
who don’t move’ while still challenging the highly motivated kids. This has come with
experience, but Katla finds that with her teaching style and the nature of the circus, it is
possible to find something for everyone. Students can be very inactive, but ‘when students
stop (practicing) with the attitude of ‘I can’t do anything’, then something happens’. She
has noticed that kids often begin very negative and with broken confidence. Her first
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challenge is to create a positive constructive environment and she does this by stressing
that getting the trick right is not the most important thing to learn. When a blind girl came
into the class with severely limited movement, she began exercising simply standing and
sitting, and has noticed improvement over the year.

5.4.4 Assessment
Assessment is on engagement and ability. Katla assesses the behaviour of the students, the
ability to work independently and as a group. Whether they tidy after themselves and listen
to instruction. According to the ‘art subject syllabus’ for the school all assessment should
be in line with ‘formative assessment’ a means of flexible assessment aimed at attuning the
teaching to meet the students. The syllabus quotes the popular article by Black and
William (Black & William, 2010). In this article, formative assessment is discussed in
detail, and there is emphasis on the student gaining from the assessment that they go
through rather than the current system of grading and sorting students into boxes
(summative assessment).

Finally, as there is not always a ‘product’ that is shown at the end of a unit, there must be a
measurement of skill with the apparatus. This takes into account focus, practice, diligence
and whether they have applied themselves. When there is a product that needs to be
created, for example for the ‘Palladagskrá’ another form of creation comes into play. How
is a circus performance created? In the same way as writing a story, the kids learn what
makes a good beginning, middle and end of an act. What is the build-up and how does one
end. What makes a good act? The children are taught how to stand and bow, often the
hardest part is taking the praise of others. Finally, the students are trained in how to
constructively criticize. Analysing each other’s work is a form of peer assessment, which if
performed correctly will help both parties.
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6. Æskusirkus curriculum developments
For the future of youth and social circus training in Iceland I believe that curricula need to
be produced and adhered to. One of the most obvious problems for the future of circus in
Iceland is the number of trained personnel. Therefore, it is not just the curricula for the
teaching of youth that should be produced, but also including a program that teaches
regular schoolteachers the basics so they can bring circus into their own teaching. It is a
specific art that only a handful of people here are currently capable of performing.
However, social circus is such that it is possible to teach the basic elements without a
strong physical background, or astounding skill level. In order to ensure children all over
Iceland can enjoy that circus, it would be necessary to formulate a course to train the
teachers in simple circus training. So curricula should be produced for:
1. Æskusirkus
This is an afterschool or weekend course which goes over two semesters over winter.
Currently it is taught once a week with an optional evening class but will be expanded
in the future. (Excerpts from current curriculum in Appendix 1)
2. Sirkuskassinn
This will become a travelling circus workshop that can move between school and offer
short courses for theme days, or in preparation for a specific performance or event, for
example a school festival. (Appendix 2)
3. Menntaskóli áfanga
Currently being trialled at Borgarhóltskóli is a half semester unit in introductory circus
skill that aims to expose the students to a range of circus skill, concepts, and act
creation and short history. This would become an elective unit within a theatre or
acting stream of study. (Appendix 3)
4. Sirkus fyrir kennara
Finally, a university level unit designed for teachers, whether physical education
teachers, theatre or general education teachers. This will go over the basic of how to
teach large groups simple circus technique. (Appendix 4)

6.1 Æskusirkus curriculum today
Æskusirkus began developing a curriculum in 2015. Daniel Hauksson and Unnur Maria
Bergvínsdóttir can be credited with its instigation. The school has actively been developing
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its structure and curriculum over the last few years and now has both instructions for
teaching and a set of standards used for assessment and grading (appendix 1). With all of
the theory expounded in this thesis, we can take the existing curriculum of the circus and
we can stretch and strengthen it. The initial curriculum from 2015 covers:
•

Behavioural problems- How to deal with difficult students.

•

Injury procedure –minor and major injury. Reporting and follow up procedure.

•

Expectations of Æskusirkus teachers

•

General information

•

General information about the beginner department (grunndeild)

•

General information about the intermediate department (Framhaldsdeild)

•

Comprehensive information about how to deliver and operate the summer course.
Sumarnámskeið 2016

•

Detailed, department specific levels and lists of tricks that should be covered in
each level.

In 2017 the assessment was added
•

Assessment standards. What level the students should achieve for each department.

The majority of these documents exist only in Icelandic. (Excerpts in Appendix 1.)

6.2 What is curriculum?
A curriculum is a set of guidelines for how an educational process should be delivered. It
has been defined as 'a systematic plan of what may be learnt and taught and how it may be
learnt and taught in an effective way’. It should be one of the working support materials of
working teachers. (Andri Ísaksson, 1983). A curriculum has been defined more simply as
‘a planned learning experience’. For the purposes of these curricula, I shall use the three
faceted approach by Walker (2003) and expounded by Marsh (Marsh, 2009)

Marsh writes about a coherent and easily followable structure of curriculum, Content,
purpose and organization.
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Content: may be depicted in terms of maps, topics, themes, all of which
are abstractions which people have invested and named;
Purpose: Usually categorized as intellectual, social and personal; often
divided into superordinate purposes; states purposes are not always reliable
indicators of actions;
Organisation: Planning is based upon scope and sequence (order of
presence over time); and can be tightly organized or relatively open-ended
(Marsh, 2009).

6.3 Assessment criteria
The reasoning behind assessment in the school has been two-fold. On one hand, the school
needs to know what and if certain abilities are being learned, and if there are any ways then
that we can improve the teaching. On the other hand, assessment gives the students a stable
benchmark to set their personal goals by and gives their training direction and purpose.
Finally, in order to fairly ‘graduate’ students from the beginner’s class to the intermediate
class, we needed some definitive benchmark ability that the student would need to achieve
in order to be able to move up. So, in order to first draft an assessment standard, we needed
to collect some knowledge on how some other groups had gone about this. We were lucky
to have a German hula and aerial teacher come and stay with us for the winter 2016/17 and
she gave us many insights from her youth circus training in Berlin. Along with this, I
travelled to a well-established American youth circus school to investigate how they
operate.

6.3.1 San Francisco
In December 2016, I travelled to San Francisco to meet with the youth program director of
the San Francisco Circus Center, Felicity Hesed (informal interview, San Francisco
10/12/16). This school has been operating for 30 years, having been founded by a wellrecognised family circus in the 1980s ‘The Pickle Family Circus’ (Circus Center, 2016). In
its long history, it has accumulated the skills and training knowledge from a strong history
of teachers, and is regarded as a quality youth circus training for kids in the S.F Bay Area.
Lu Yi, a graduate from the famous Nanjing Acrobats from China and an internationally
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regarded performer and coach headed the acrobatic program for decades and helped the
school bring its students up to a quality international standard. It is of small coincidence
that Lu also visited the fledgling Flying Fruit Fly circus of Australia in the 1980s and
brought the highly effective skills and knowhow, which has helped that company, grow
into the key player it is today. Although a key indicator, it is not only the experience of the
trainers that make a good circus education, what else could we learn from this school to
make our young school a better?

While taking a tour of their facilities I could see that the skills being trained were exactly
the same, the apparatus identical, however, unsurprisingly, the level of skill was markedly
different between our school and theirs. This is given that a school in a larger country with
longer history and considerably larger facilities would have a more refined training.
However, the general purpose of the visit was not to compare, but to talk to the trainers
about their techniques for training. Specifically, We wanted to know about motivation, and
assessment.

I sat down for an informal interview with the youth education manager armed with
questions accumulated from the teachers of Æskusirkus such as; How is a teaching day and
semester structured? How do you set goals for children? I asked her about their assessment
criteria, their process, how they tackle motivation. During a hasty interview in the final day
of rehearsals for their end of year show I managed to glean some useful points of
information. Here are a few pertinent points I took with me from the meeting.

6.3.1a How is the school structured?
The school is structured in a similar way to Æskusirkus, in line with ability levels. They
have slightly more students and considerably more training time so they can afford to
divide their students into 4 instead of 2 ability levels. An important point raised was that
quite often age and friendship plays a big part when separating between levels and it is
important to be aware of the needs of the student in this respect, no one wants to be
separated from their friend even if they are not at the same ability level of those around
them. The Circus Center train a lot longer than we do, 3 times a week, and the results are
obvious, again this is the biggest obstacle that the Æskusirkus faces going into the future;
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space and time with the students. The students in this school are assessed twice per year
and the school offers parent teacher interviews if parents wish to have more understanding
of their child’s progress. One final point of interest was how much the training is
influenced by the individual teachers and the circumstances. The teaching is ‘constantly
changing focus’, meaning that according to the teachers specific skill set, their strengths,
their focus, the training adapts. This gave me relief both because it justifies the varied skill
level currently in Æskusirkus and it means that we can get better. Given better facilities,
more time and space, when our teacher techniques have grown, and our experience, so too
will the quality of our education. Felicity was kind enough to send me a copy of their
assessment criteria over the three top levels. This, amongst everything, has been the most
useful for us in constructing the benchmark assessment for Æskusirkus school.

6.3.1b How do you set goals for children, how they tackle motivation?
This varies between the ages. Learning new things motivates the younger and less skilled
kids. They constantly need to be fed new material and like to move on quickly. When the
new ‘toys’ start to dry up and repetitive training begins, there is often a drop in student
numbers. This is not surprising, as repetitive training is not for everyone. The group that
moves forward is then motivated to become better at circus skill. What motivates these
kids forwards is seeing the older and more skilled kids in the levels above them. The will
to move up to the next level is the highest motivator in these younger groups. This
continues on all through the school. Because there is room for such delineated levels
within the school, the system itself motivates the kids to train. The school holds a show
twice a year where students from all levels perform together in the same show. This is also
a strong motivator, especially for the older kids, who want to shine and don’t want to look
bad! The younger kids can clearly see the skill that the older kids have achieved with their
effort and this, hopefully, helps them with their training. The school has a strong
assessment system, which is also a motivator. The students have very clear benchmarks
that they must achieve in order to rise to the next level, or indeed stay in the level they are
in. This, I immediately recognized was an area that Æskusirkus could improve in.
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6.3.2 Forming assessment criteria
In all, the meeting the Circus Center in San Francisco was an invaluable step in paving the
way for our new assessment criteria. It also gave me invaluable ideas for the long-term
development of the Æskusirkus. After the meeting, it was clear that the first step in
growing the school to an international standard was introducing some sort of grading
system. As this was the first time that Æskusirkus had produced assessment, we had to
begin at the beginning.

The process in creating the assessment criteria for Æskusirkus was a joint effort by all the
current teachers. After the need for assessment was acknowledged, a meeting was called in
which all the teachers involved with the winter teaching program came with their vision on
‘benchmarks’ for each department. Those who attended the meeting were Axel Diego
(unicycle and juggle department), Daniel Hauksson (Balance and juggle department),
Daniel Pilkington (unicycle and lyra), Kári Svansson (Juggle department), Eyrún
Ævarsdóttir (aerial department), Marina Tysk (Hulla hoops and aerial department) and
myself Nick Candy (aerial and clowning department). Over a period extending 3 months
from December 2016 til February 2017, the group came together, collated and edited the
list of benchmarks that the school would then implement into the future. As the nature of
circus requires a very diverse range of skills with a wide variety of apparatus, special
attention had to be taken to ensure that all departments were involved and each department
had a distinct progression in difficulty for their benchmarks.

Circus skills are split in to departments; Acrobatics, Juggle, Aerial, Hula, Balance (tight
wire, Rola Bola and balancing ball), Clowning and general skills. Firstly, there is no basic
skill level required to enter Æskusirkus and we accept students regardless of disability.
After the first year of training, the students will go through their first ‘assessment’. In order
to pass the first level in Æskusirkus, a student must be able to complete a series of tricks
from all of the departments, acrobatics, juggle aerial hula, balance, clowning. This is called
general standards and will become a strict requirement for future students to enter our
intermediate class from the beginner class. In addition to the general requirement, there are
also three stages within each department. During their time in the beginners department,
students are required to choose a specialisation. That is, one particular department that they
choose to become an ‘expert’ in. The students are given ‘specialisation times’ every
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Sunday to train their speciality within an allotted time. In order to progress from beginners
to intermediate classes, a student must choose a specialisation and then achieve at least
level one standard in their chosen specialisation. This is along with basic standard over all
departments. An example of a basic standard for aerial is ‘to climb a silk three steps’.
Level one aerial demands that students can perform at least three of the following tricks.
Stag, opposite stag, back split, cocoon, half-moon, double knot split. Most of the standards
are basically a list of tricks with increasing difficulty.

6.3.3 Example of current circus standards (aerial)
The below figure 3 is the aerial standards as they currently exist. It is basically a list of
aerial positions or routines with increasing difficulty. The teachers have, through their
experience, discovered which tricks are the easiest to learn for the beginner, and the most
important in order to build future tricks on. They exist in the general standard. Level 1
tricks are for those in the beginner’s class who wish to specialize. Level 2 are essentially
the first level in the intermediate class, and level 3 is for the ‘performance troupe’. Each
department has its own ‘standards’, Juggle, Aerial trapeze, Aerial lyra, balance, hulahoops, stilts and unicycle. The standards are not explained in detail and rely heavily on the
vocabulary and knowledge of the teachers. Standards for all the other departments can be
obtained rom the school directly.
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Figure 4 Aerial standards Æskusirkus 2017

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

•

Klifra þrjú
skref

•

Franskt klifur þrisvar
upp og niður án þess
að snerta gólf

•

Stjörnu drop

•

Hiplock +
snúningur

•

Fótahnútur

•

Rússneskt klifur
þrisvar upp og niður
án þess að snerta
gólf

•

Spiladósin

•

One ankle
hang
(diamond)

•

OG Þrennt af
eftirtöld

•

Fóthnútur í lofti

•

Bogamaðurinn

•

Front salto

•

Hestur

•

Franskt klifur þrisvar
upp og niður án þess
að snerta gólf

•

Hip
lock/Skærin
erfiða leiðin

•

Star drop
viðbótir

•

Aftur á bak
hestur

•

Sidelean

•

Pétur Pan

•

Hjólaklifur

•

Aftur á bak
split

•

Rebekka

•

Cutie Pie

•

Straddle climb

•

Púpa

•

Hafmeyja + kistan

•

Riddarinn

•

Hiplock +
snúningur

•

Jóginn

•

Jesús

•

Dansarahnútur

•

•

Kidam

•

Fuglshreiðrið

•

Rebekka 2

•

•

Tveggja
hnúta split

•

Split roll up

•

Rebekka 3

•
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6.4 Stages of growth
After reaching the intermediate level, it is our goal to introduce a ‘performance troupe’.
This group will be given the opportunity to represent the Æskusirkus in shows or acts
outside of the school at events. The performance troupe is currently a work in progress but
from past experience and through the advice of a visiting teacher, having a platform for the
advanced students to show what they can do to the general public will keep them both
interested and challenged. The performance troupe would then be the final step before a
student can become a circus performer with Sirkus Íslands.
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  the	
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  across	
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•Can	
  exhibit	
  a	
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  of	
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•Can	
  be	
  trusted	
  to	
  train	
  un-‐
supervised	
  

This list is a beginning point for standardisation of student ability in our school and a
positive step in bringing the average level of circus skill in our students to a higher
standard.

6.5 Survey
In line with the recent growth and desire to formally advance the Æskusirkus curriculum, a
survey was recently undertaken to gauge the effectiveness of the training in a number of
levels. The survey was informal in that it hasn’t followed strict academic practice with
gathering of data, processing and statistical evaluations. Its purpose was in fact two-fold; to
both gather information for the circus school’s growth, and to formally record any positive
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(or negative) impact the school has had on our students, both in their opinion and their
parents. The survey was written with attention to procedures from Handbók í aðferðafræði
og rannsóknum í heilbrigðisvísindum especially chapter 18, (Sigríður Halldórsdóttir &
Kristján Kristjánsson, 2003) and with structural ideas coming from Silverman (Silverman
& Marvasti, 2008). The survey was given to both the students at the school and their
parents, and slightly modified for each group. Each survey consisted of 10 questions and
was constructed through the SurveyMonkey website. It was advertised on the Æskusirkus
facebook site and by word of mouth with the kids during training.

6.5.1 Results
The results provided us with some valuable statistical information on where the kids come
from and how long they stay with us. This will help the business of the school. On the
other hand, the results more pertaining to this thesis and the benefits of our circus training
showed a generally positive outcome with regards to the training. A key question for both
the parents and the students was a sliding scale question. When asked to agree with the
statement ‘Æskusirkus has helped me (or my child) improve in the following areas’. The
fields ranged from Strength and flexibility to enjoyment and gaining friends. (figures 4.
and 5). The results were convincingly positive.

An early concern while drafting the survey was its appeal to younger students. Previous
effectiveness surveys in circus schools have used varying structures to appeal to different
ages in order to tailor the questions and gather information objectively (Kekalainen, 2014
p.52). I decided to include a few ‘entertaining’ questions to keep our younger participants
interested in continuing through the survey. The results were not skewed, and the answers
to these questions showed us that they were in fact reading each question before
answering. For example, does Æskusirkus contribute to your maths skills? (Majority
replied strongly disagree).
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Figure 5. Student responses
‘How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement “Æskusirkus has helped
me to improve my…” Strength, flexibility, circus skill, coordination, mathematics,
confidence, happiness, friendship, orange.

Answers came in the sliding scale from:

Disagree, somewhat disagree, no opinion, somewhat agree, agree
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Figure 6. Parent responses
‘How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement “Æskusirkus has helped
my child to improve my…” Strength, flexibility, circus skill, coordination, friendship,
body awareness, confidence, cooperation.

Answers came in the sliding scale from:

Disagree, somewhat disagree, no opinion, somewhat agree, agree
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6.5.2 Analysis
The adults responded with a vast majority in the positive side in all fields, indicating that
of the 18 that took the time to answer the survey, the majority of them agreed that the
Æskusirkus is developing their child in a variety of fields. The students answered with a
larger still percentage in the higher positive regions. This could imply that of those that
answered, the students seem to be very happy with the school. An important consideration
when analysing the students’ results is that not every respondent answered every question,
which could mean that they did not understand some the questions, or did not have
assistance from their parents, and therefore casts doubt on the validity of other responses.
Another consideration is that only 11 students out of a possible total of over 50 participated
in the survey. This lack of participation could point to a bias in the respondents, only those
that are actively interested in promoting and developing the school actually responded.
Therefore overly positive answers could possibly skew the results. However, if there are
students who feel that they are not increasing themselves in these aspects, it is most likely
that they would either drop out of the school or make their voices heard either directly to
the school or through another platform like this survey. As neither of these reactions have
recently come to light, we can assume that the spread of student respondents, although
small, does reflect a true belief amongst students that the education is contributing to their
growth in a number of fields.

Another very simple question, which strengthens the argument that circus is rewarding to
those who participate, is that when asked, 85% of the students replied that they practice at
home. It is encouraged, but not required to practice at home, there is never set homework
or projects, this indicates a real desire for students to become better. Furthermore, 100% of
student respondents replied that they want to learn more. This highlights the appeal of
circus to those who practice it. It is a valid subject of study that can be learnt over a long
period of time, the respondents ranged from being with Æskusirkus from between 1-5
years. There are increasing challenges on skill and ability over those years and, most
importantly, it is highly appealing for those that participate.

100% of the student respondents replied ‘completely agree’ to the statement ‘circus has
helped me improve my happiness’. This is a very positive and encouraging result. It also
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lends credence to the belief that circus is highly enjoyable to those who participate in it.
This could be due to the ‘flow’ states that circus practice encourages. (Nakamura &
Csikszentmihalyi, 2014) It could be due to the choice that students have in deciding which
apparatus to practice (Csikszentmihalyi, 1998). It may also be due to the fact that most of
the training is different to what kids are used to ‘learning’ in school or other extracurricular
activities. The focus of circus is a ‘dance against gravity’ and it seems that these results
point to that dance being highly enjoyable. It may even be grounds to include happiness
into the future curriculum. This is something that is surprisingly avoided in curricula
worldwide. The word ‘gleði’ or happiness appears only a handful of times in the national
primary school curriculum and it is surprisingly only appears on its own in the creativity
and sports chapters.

To conclude, these surveys were produced to both serve the company and its continuing
growth and shed some light on the experience of Icelandic circus school students for the
readers of this thesis. The results point to a general positive trend in the experience and
growth of students as seen by themselves and their parents. Furthermore, there is a strong
desire by the students to continue, to learn more and practice more, both in training times
and at home.

This positive outcome strengthens our desire to solidify the foundations of the training, so
that it can exist in a similar form into the future. A solid and well-researched curriculum is
the next step.

Discussion
It can be argued that circus is as old as live performance itself. Records of acrobatic feats
date back to ancient Egypt and dynastic China. Today circus holds its place as a strong
cultural force in live performance. It has earned the respect of adults and children alike as
an exciting and inspiring art form. Since the popularisation of circus by Philip Astley in
1860s, circus education had traditionally been a family run enterprise, much the same as
family business, or trades. In the 1970s, a global movement called ‘New circus’ began,
expanding the art form and opening it up. Circus education for the masses began. Along
with this came the discovery that teaching simple circus technique could be used for social
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justice and social good. The therapeutic benefits of training circus began to be noticed and
exploited.

Fast forward in time and we come to Iceland, a rapidly developed yet still small island
nation who has embraced circus and the fledgling ‘Sirkus Íslands’. Fifteen years ago,
circus teaching in Iceland was a blinking light that was often off. After the wave of new
circus worldwide brought social circus and youth circus into the community centres and
schools around the world, and its benefits were realized and reaped in a range of situations,
from war-torn Afghanistan, to country Australia, to a nursing home in Sweden, circus
slowly made its way over to Iceland. Now there is a resident company here growing from
strength to strength. The company has grown a youth circus training program, called the
Æskusirkus, which has changed focus from a short summer course which offered a taste of
the unusual to what it is today, a valid choice for extra curricular activity. The
developments in assessment, curriculum and organisation have had positive impacts on the
growth of the school. The students enjoy the school and their parents seem happy. There is
researched backed confirmation that circus benefits students on a number of levels, none
the least in co-ordination, posture (Sahli et al., 2013), teamwork, even brain mass (Scholz,
Klein, Behrens, & Johansen-Berg, 2009). Our own survey has shown that circus training,
according to the students, can even increase general happiness. “The values and structures
of circus make it a significant developmental experience for young people.” (Bolton, 2004)
So the task is now to take the Æskusirkus school and stretch it to include as much
experience from foreign schools as is applicable and strengthen it with the weighty theory
expounded in this thesis.

How? Firstly, as teachers we need to be aware of who we are teaching and how their
particular age characterises their learning requirements. In a general sense, younger
students require more rigid structures; older students need to believe that they are in
control of their education. Choice itself has a huge impact on motivation in general, and
flow theory states that the stimulus that supports flow, the exercises, should support flow,
stretch skill and should not be perceived as ‘work’. Exercises given by the teacher should
have a sensible balance between the students’ capacity to complete the task and the
opportunity to stretch their skill. Further still, according to Dweck, students are motivated
in different ways, some students like to be challenged and require specific exercises that
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challenge and stretch their skill because they are interested in becoming better. Other
students, for fear of ‘getting it wrong’ will require more support and achievable exercises
where they can demonstrate to everybody else that they are sufficiently capable. These are
‘adaptive vs. maladaptive’ attitudes to learning according to Dweck. Either way, setting
‘high goals’ promotes greater effort and/or persistence (Locke & Latham, 2002).

Regardless of which perspective a student takes, achieving success in circus tricks requires
a combination of grit, zest, curiosity, self-regulation, social intelligence, gratitude,
optimism and curiosity. These character traits have been found to signify a particular
affinity for success in studies from the U.S. Achieving success in the simpler tasks of
achieving a circus trick, compared perhaps to solving family problems or getting through
college entrance exams, requires a combination of these character traits and could perhaps
be a perfect way of ‘practicing’ them. It can be argued that the actual physical experience
of overcoming small motivation challenges, as in with learning circus skills, the students
are actively ‘practicing’ life skills that will help them grow into successful individuals.
There ultimately can be no substitute for practice, and by practicing circus technique; a
student does not only learn the skill. By actively playing or ‘dancing against gravity’, life
lessons are being practiced in the process, for example safe risk taking. Although a
controversial topic in educational settings, circus teaching faces physical risk in every
class. It is as important for youth to experience risk for a healthy upbringing, as it is to
protect them from real danger. Due to the nature of circus, this ‘dance against gravity’ can
give students, in a safe environment, a visceral experience of physical risk, which can help
them to make better judgements in the future.

Bolton provided us with a persuasive theory of childhood development and its relationship
to circus education. The five fingers of the hand Figure 1. shows us through analogy the
six aspects of childhood that circus training can enhance; the sense of self, risk, cooperation, dreams, and fun. These are elements that are sometimes brushed over and
forgotten in traditional education settings but according to Bolton are as important for
childhood development as the traditional subjects. Of important consideration is the
mention of fun as an integral part of childhood development/education. It was of great
surprise that the word is not mentioned once in the English national primary curriculum of
Iceland in the Icelandic national curriculum, the word appears sparsely and is joined to
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other words as in for example sköpunargleði (enjoyment in creation). Bolton has searched
his local state curriculum (Western Australia state curriculum) and not found any
responsibility taken for a child’s happiness nor even in the United Nations declaration of
the rights of the child (Bolton, 2004 p.28). This is a meaningful discovery and sheds light
on a way of thinking about education that has been infused in ‘work ethic’, of
manufacturing knowledge and success. These are of course very important, but at the
expense perhaps of the most significant motivator of young people, fun.

The objective of this thesis is to stretch and strengthen the knowledge required to advance
Icelandic circus education into the future. So now, armed with this collation of theory,
from many different schools and perspectives, we can begin to stretch and strengthen the
current circus school in Reykjavík. A curriculum has been in development (see appendix
1), along with developments in the operations of the school itself, since 2012. After
visiting San Francisco’s ‘Circus Center’ and observing the operation of their 40 year old
school, a new set of assessment standards has been drafted and is currently being trialled
for the first time in 2017. There has also been a positive development in circus education
outside the Æskusirkus. Circus as an arts subject is being trialled in Laugarnesskóli, an
Icelandic primary school, with great success. Pushing forward, the developmental theory
expounded in these pages can now be used as a sort of roadmap for the ongoing
development of the school.

In our increasingly digitalised age, where information supersedes itself at increasingly
rapid rates, attention spans are dropping like flies and in the western world happiness
levels are following. An increasingly pressurised youth is pushed into new education
structures and assessment systems. Between being diagnosed with the latest disorder and
lining up for their standardisation test, there is little room for breath, physical release,
connection with the ground that we stand on. The first useful lesson we learn as humans is
to do with our fight against gravity. We learn how to lift and move our head, in order to see
the worlds around us. Then we learn to support our head above our body, then to lift our
torso up with the use of our hands and legs, then only our legs. This beautiful dance against
gravity is soon forgotten as soon as it is mastered and we focus our energies on staring at
small areas filled with small symbols and which ultimately point our heads straight back
down to the ground. But this force, which is constantly around us, can continue to teach us
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throughout our lives. And there is much more room to acknowledge it and use it in school
education, the dance against gravity.

Conclusion
Circus education in Iceland is very new. After the foundation of Sirkus Íslands, the training
and teaching has become regular and Æskusirkus youth circus was established. A rough
curriculum for the school has been formed but the young school is in constant
development. In order to ensure the consistent development the school into the future, a
solid grounding in educational theory pertaining to circus needs to support its growth. The
research compiled in this paper is an ad hoc collection of developmental and psychological
theory that connects the core elements of circus training with our youth. By connecting to
flow theory, recent research in motivation, character, and success, we can stretch and
strengthen the teaching methods that we already have. The curriculum growth can also be
strengthened by examining how other schools and networks have been developing and by
the experience of past circus academics. The result of this paper is a compilation of history,
theory and experience. It is essentially a roadmap for the future stretching and
strengthening of circus teaching in Iceland.
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Appendix 1. Excerpts from Æskusirkus curriculum 2015-2017
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Innihald	
  
Stundaskrá 5 daga námskeiðs
Stundaskrá 4 daga námskeiðs
Markmið námskeiðs 7
Reglur og ráðleggingar
7
Til nemenda 7
Til kennara 8
Uppbygging dags:
9
Dagur 1
10
Dagur 2
12
Dagur 3
13
Dagur 4
14
Sýningardagurinn
16
Lokasýningin 18
Tillaga að sýningu
18
Upphitun
21
Acrobatics upphitun 21
Leiklistarleikir 22
Nafnaleikir
23
Fjörupphitun 23
Sirkusleikföng 23
Fjaðrir 23
Diskar 25
Kasthringir
27
Húlla 29
Djöggldót
31
Silki 32
Diablo 33
Veltibretti
35
Línuganga - Tightvire 36
Acrobalance 37
Lyra 39
Um kennsluleiðbeiningarnar 40

3
5
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Stundaskrá 5 daga námskeiðs

KL	
  

9:30	
  	
  	
  

1	
  

2	
  

4	
  VALDAGUR	
  	
  

5	
  	
  

Hringur	
  

Hringur	
  

Hringur	
  

Hringur	
  

Hringur	
  

Einfaldur	
  
nafnaleikur	
  

Nafnaleikur	
  
m/	
  hreyfingu	
  

Einfaldur	
  
nafnaleikur	
  

Acrobatics	
  

Leiklistarleikur	
  

Leiklistarleikur	
  

Acrobalance	
  ALLT	
  

Acrobatics	
  +	
   Acrobatics	
  +	
  
Hoppikollhnís	
   Hoppikollhnís	
  

10:00	
  	
  

3	
  VALDAGUR	
  

Fjaðrir	
  	
  
Hringir	
  
Diskar	
  
3	
  x	
  20	
  mínútur	
  

Diabolo	
  
Veltibretti	
  
Lína	
  

3	
  x	
  20	
  mínútur	
  

Hoppikollhnís	
  
gegnum	
  hring	
  

STÖÐVAFRJÁLST	
  

Diabolo	
  &	
  
Diabolo	
  &	
  
djöggl	
  
djöggl	
  
Lína	
  
Lína	
  
Veltibretti	
  
Veltibretti	
  
Jafnvægiskúla	
  	
   Jafnvægiskúla	
  
Húlla	
  
Silki	
  
Húlla
	
  
Stöðvar	
  -‐	
  Frjálst	
  
val	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  

Stöðvar	
  -‐	
  Frjálst	
  
val	
  

11:00	
   Acrobalance	
  
11:30	
  

NESTI	
  

Djöggl	
  
Húlla	
  
Silki	
  
12:00	
  

3	
  x	
  20	
  
mínútur(Silki	
  2	
  
hópar)	
  

Acrobalance	
  

Acrobalance	
  

Acrobalance	
  

NESTI	
  

NESTI	
  

NESTI	
  

Djöggl	
  
Silki	
  

Diabolo	
  &	
  
djöggl	
  
Lína	
  
Veltibretti	
  
Jafnvægiskúla	
  
Silki	
  
Húlla	
  

Diabolo	
  &	
  
djöggl	
  
Lína	
  
Veltibretti	
  
Jafnvægiskúla	
  
Silki	
  
Húlla	
  

Stöðvar	
  -‐	
  Frjálst	
  
val	
  

Stöðvar	
  -‐	
  Frjálst	
  
val	
  

2	
  x	
  30	
  mínútur	
  
(Silki	
  2	
  hópar)	
  

13:00	
  

Hringur	
  

Hringur	
  

Hringur	
  

Hringur	
  

12:	
  00	
  
Frjálst	
  með	
  foreldrum	
  

13:10	
  

Frjálst	
  

Frjálst	
  

Frjálst	
  

Frjálst	
  

	
  

13:30	
  

Námskeið	
  búið	
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Stundaskrá 4 daga námskeiðs

KL	
  

9:30	
  	
  

1	
  

2	
  

3	
  VALDAGUR	
  

Hringur	
  

Hringur	
  

Hringur	
  

Hringur	
  

Einfaldur	
  
nafnaleikur	
  

Nafnaleikur	
  
m/	
  hreyfingu	
  

Leiklistarleikur	
  

Leiklistarleikur	
  

Hoppikollhnís	
  
gegnum	
  hring	
  

Acrobalance	
  ALLT	
  

Acrobatics	
  +	
   Acrobatics	
  +	
  
Hoppikollhnís	
   Hoppikollhnís	
  

10:00	
  	
  

4	
  

Fjaðrir	
  	
  
Hringir	
  
Diskar	
  
3	
  x	
  20	
  mínútur	
  

Diabolo	
  
Veltibretti	
  
Lína	
  

3	
  x	
  20	
  mínútur	
  

	
  
Diabolo	
  &	
  
djöggl	
  
Lína	
  
Veltibretti	
  
Jafnvægiskúla	
  
Silki	
  
Húlla	
  

STÖÐVAFRJÁLST	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Stöðvar	
  -‐	
  Frjálst	
  
val	
  

	
  	
  

	
  
11:00	
   Acrobalance	
  

Acrobalance	
  

Acrobalance	
  

	
  
11:30	
  

12:00	
  

NESTI	
  

NESTI	
  

NESTI	
  

Djöggl	
  
Húla	
  
Silki	
  

Djöggl	
  
Silki	
  

3	
  x	
  20	
  mínútur	
  

2	
  x	
  30	
  mínútur	
  

Diabolo	
  &	
  
djöggl	
  
Lína	
  
Veltibretti	
  
Silki	
  
Húlla	
  
Stöðvar	
  -‐	
  Frjálst	
  
val	
  

13:00	
  

Hringur	
  

13:10	
  

Frjálst	
  

13:30	
  

Hringur	
  

Hringur	
  

12:	
  00	
  
Frjálst	
  með	
  foreldrum	
  

Frjálst	
  

Frjálst	
  
Náskeið	
  búið	
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Markmið námskeiðs
	
  
Markmið	
  námskeiðsins	
  er	
  að	
  kynna	
  nemendum	
  sirkuslistir	
  af	
  ýmsu	
  tagi	
  og	
  kenna	
  þeim	
  
undirstöðuatriði	
  þeirra.	
  	
  Nemendum	
  er	
  kennt	
  að	
  með	
  þolinmæði,	
  einbeitingu	
  og	
  æfingum	
  	
  næst	
  
árgangur.	
  Áhersla	
  er	
  lögð	
  á	
  samvinnu	
  og	
  að	
  nemendur	
  sýni	
  hverju	
  öðru	
  kurteisi	
  og	
  virðingu.	
  

Reglur og ráðleggingar
	
  

Til nemenda
●

Áður	
  en	
  tíminn	
  hefst	
  skulu	
  nemendur	
  bíða	
  í	
  sófarými	
  í	
  anddyri	
  Ármanns.	
  Þar	
  er	
  einn	
  
leiðbeinandi	
  til	
  staðar.	
  Farið	
  er	
  niður	
  með	
  kennara	
  um	
  fimm	
  mínútum	
  fyrir	
  byrjun	
  hvers	
  
tíma.	
  Þau	
  sem	
  eru	
  sein	
  koma	
  beint	
  niður	
  í	
  bardagaíþróttasalinn	
  Skell.

●

Yfirhafnir	
  á	
  að	
  leggja	
  snyrtilega	
  á	
  bekki	
  í	
  innsta	
  rými	
  Skells.

●

Þegar	
  við	
  sitjum	
  í	
  hring	
  er	
  mjög	
  mikilvægt	
  að	
  hlusta	
  á	
  þann	
  sem	
  talar	
  án	
  þess	
  að	
  grípa	
  
fram	
  í	
  fyrir	
  honum	
  eða	
  henni.	
  Við	
  réttum	
  upp	
  hendi	
  til	
  að	
  fá	
  orðið.	
  Það	
  má	
  ekki	
  hlaupa	
  úr	
  
hringnum	
  fyrr	
  en	
  kennari	
  hefur	
  gefið	
  til	
  þess	
  leyfi.

●

Virðið	
  tíma	
  annarra	
  nemenda	
  og	
  ekki	
  trufla	
  kennslu.

●

Ekki	
  fleygja	
  sirkusdóti	
  frá	
  ykkur	
  þar	
  sem	
  þið	
  standið	
  þegar	
  þið	
  hættið	
  að	
  leika	
  með	
  það.	
  
Þetta	
  gildir	
  tvöfalt	
  um	
  viðkvæmt	
  dót	
  á	
  borð	
  við	
  diskaprik,	
  fjaðrir	
  og	
  fleira.

●

Ekki	
  fikta	
  í	
  sirkusdóti	
  án	
  þess	
  að	
  gefið	
  hafi	
  verið	
  leyfi	
  til	
  þess.	
  Sérstaklega	
  látið	
  vera	
  
leikföng	
  sem	
  ykkur	
  hefur	
  enn	
  ekki	
  verið	
  kennt	
  að	
  nota	
  og	
  allan	
  útbúnað	
  fyrir	
  loftfimleika.

●

Ekki	
  fikta	
  í	
  æfingartækjum	
  annarra	
  iðkenda.

●

Ekki	
  færa	
  til	
  dýnur	
  nema	
  með	
  leyfi	
  kennara.	
  Athuga	
  að	
  dýnur	
  eiga	
  að	
  liggja	
  flatar.

●

Ekki	
  klifra	
  í	
  köðlum.

●

Ekki	
  troða	
  dóti	
  í	
  bilið	
  á	
  milli	
  gólfdýna

●

Ekki	
  leika	
  með	
  síma.	
  Símar	
  eiga	
  að	
  vera	
  geymdir	
  í	
  tösku	
  eða	
  yfirhöfn.

●

Ekki	
  yfirgefa	
  kennslurýmið	
  án	
  þess	
  að	
  fá	
  leyfi	
  kennara.
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Til kennara
●

Mæting	
  er	
  9.15	
  nema	
  um	
  annað	
  sé	
  sérstaklega	
  samið.	
  Kennarar	
  eru	
  með	
  með	
  dagskrá	
  
hvers	
  dags	
  á	
  hreinu	
  í	
  upphafi	
  dags	
  og	
  bæði	
  búnir	
  að	
  renna	
  yfir	
  bæði	
  stundaskrá	
  og	
  
skýringablað	
  dagsins.	
  Kennarar	
  tilkynna	
  sig	
  strax	
  við	
  mætingu	
  til	
  hópstjóra.	
  

●

Það	
  er	
  mikilvægt	
  að	
  frá	
  9:15	
  bíði	
  a.m.k.	
  einn	
  kennari	
  með	
  börnunum	
  í	
  móttöku	
  Ármanns	
  
og	
  fylgi	
  svo	
  börnunum	
  niður	
  rétt	
  áður	
  en	
  tíminn	
  hefst.	
  Hinir	
  kennararnir	
  undirbúa	
  kennslu	
  
dagsins,	
  sækja	
  leikföng	
  og	
  gera	
  salinn	
  tilbúinn	
  áður	
  en	
  kennsla	
  hefst.	
  

●

Nestistími:	
  kennarar	
  fylgjast	
  með	
  tímanum	
  og	
  vara	
  börnin	
  við	
  þegar	
  nestistíminn	
  er	
  að	
  
klárast.	
  Fyrst	
  tíu	
  mínútum	
  og	
  svo	
  aftur	
  fimm	
  mínútum	
  áður	
  en	
  haldið	
  er	
  aftur	
  niður	
  í	
  Skell.	
  

●

Kennarar	
  hvetja	
  börnin	
  til	
  að	
  sýna	
  þolinmæði	
  þegar	
  þau	
  læra	
  nýja	
  hluti	
  og	
  leggja	
  áherslu	
  á	
  
að	
  æfingin	
  skapi	
  meistarann.	
  

●

Stríðni	
  líðst	
  ekki	
  í	
  sirkusskólanum.	
  Þegar	
  árekstur	
  verður	
  á	
  milli	
  barna	
  tekur	
  kennari	
  
viðkomandi	
  nemendur	
  til	
  hliðar	
  og	
  ræðir	
  við	
  þau.	
  Markmiðið	
  er	
  að	
  miðla	
  sáttum	
  á	
  
sanngjarnan	
  hátt	
  eða	
  áminna	
  um	
  góða	
  hegðun	
  sé	
  þess	
  þörf.	
  	
  Hópstjóri	
  metur	
  hvenær	
  
árekstrar	
  á	
  milli	
  nemenda	
  eru	
  tilefni	
  til	
  tilkynninga	
  til	
  foreldra.	
  Í	
  slíkum	
  tilfellum	
  er	
  mjög	
  
gott	
  að	
  segja	
  þeim	
  nemendum	
  sem	
  eiga	
  í	
  hlut	
  að	
  spyrja	
  hvort	
  mamma	
  eða	
  pabbi	
  sækji	
  
þau	
  í	
  dag	
  og	
  ef	
  já,	
  að	
  biðja	
  mömmu	
  og	
  pabba	
  að	
  tala	
  við	
  hópstjóra	
  á	
  staðnum.	
  

●

Kennarar	
  fylgjast	
  með	
  því	
  að	
  börn	
  ráfi	
  ekki	
  burt	
  úr	
  kennslurýminu	
  og	
  gæta	
  að	
  því	
  að	
  
börnin	
  fikti	
  ekki	
  í	
  áhöldum	
  eða	
  tækjum	
  annarra	
  iðkenda.

●

Kennarar	
  eru	
  samtaka	
  um	
  að	
  fylgja	
  því	
  eftir	
  að	
  börnin	
  hagi	
  sér	
  vel	
  og	
  virði	
  reglur	
  um	
  
umgengni	
  í	
  salnum.	
  Dýnur	
  skulu	
  liggja	
  flatar.	
  Það	
  má	
  ekki	
  nota	
  einhjól	
  og	
  stultur	
  á	
  júdó	
  
gólfinu.	
  Slík	
  kennsla	
  verður	
  að	
  fara	
  fram	
  frammi.

●

Það	
  er	
  mikilvægt	
  að	
  það	
  sé	
  gengið	
  snyrtilega	
  frá	
  sirkusleikföngum	
  eftir	
  kennsluna.	
  Það	
  
auðveldar	
  upphaf	
  næsta	
  dags!

●

Það	
  er	
  gagnlegt	
  að	
  nota	
  flautu	
  til	
  að	
  stjórna	
  en	
  athugið	
  að	
  nota	
  hana	
  rétt	
  og	
  sparlega.	
  

●

Stundum	
  eiga	
  nemendur	
  við	
  raskanir	
  eða	
  hegðunarerfiðleika	
  að	
  stríða.	
  Ef	
  foreldri	
  segir	
  
ykkur	
  frá	
  slíku	
  eða	
  gefur	
  ráð	
  varðandi	
  skapgerð	
  barna	
  sinna	
  komið	
  skilaboðunum	
  til	
  hinna	
  
kennaranna.	
  Ef	
  upp	
  koma	
  erfiðleikar	
  sem	
  ekki	
  er	
  hægt	
  að	
  leysa	
  á	
  staðnum	
  látið	
  skólastjóra	
  
vita.	
  

●

Þegar	
  börn	
  meiða	
  sig	
  er	
  hægt	
  að	
  fá	
  klaka	
  í	
  poka	
  í	
  klakavél	
  við	
  hliðina	
  á	
  Ármannsfelli	
  og	
  
plástur	
  	
  í	
  afgreiðslu.	
  Ef	
  meiðslin	
  eru	
  meira	
  en	
  smáskráma	
  á	
  að	
  láta	
  foreldra	
  vita	
  þegar	
  barn	
  
er	
  sótt.	
  (Biðja	
  þá	
  barn	
  að	
  láta	
  vita	
  þegar	
  það	
  fer	
  svo	
  kennari	
  missi	
  ekki	
  af	
  því	
  að	
  fylgja	
  barni	
  
úr	
  tíma.)

●

Hópstjóri	
  skráir	
  hvaða	
  kennarar	
  kenna	
  hvern	
  dag	
  og	
  ber	
  ábyrgð	
  á	
  höfuðmöppu.	
  Það	
  er	
  
reitur	
  til	
  þess	
  í	
  lýsingu	
  hvers	
  dags.	
  Kennarar	
  fylgjast	
  með	
  því	
  að	
  rétt	
  sé	
  skráð.	
  Í	
  lok	
  vikunnar	
  
er	
  höfuðmöppu	
  skilað	
  til	
  yfirkennara	
  eða	
  skólastjóra	
  ásamt	
  teikningum	
  sem	
  börn	
  hafa	
  
gefið	
  Sirkus	
  Íslands.	
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Uppbygging dags:
	
  
●

Kennt	
  er	
  í	
  Skelli,	
  bardagaíþróttasal	
  Ármanns.	
  Þegar	
  börnin	
  koma	
  í	
  hús	
  fara	
  þau	
  þó	
  ekki	
  
beint	
  niður	
  í	
  Skell	
  heldur	
  bíða	
  þau	
  í	
  sófum	
  í	
  anddyri	
  Ármanns	
  þangað	
  til	
  kennari	
  leiðir	
  
hópinn	
  niður	
  í	
  tímann.

●

Börnin	
  leggja	
  frá	
  sér	
  yfirhafnir	
  og	
  bakpoka	
  á	
  bekki	
  áður	
  en	
  þau	
  setjast	
  í	
  hring.	
  Það	
  á	
  ekki	
  
að	
  leggja	
  dót	
  á	
  sófa	
  eða	
  áhöld.	
  Leggja	
  áherslu	
  á	
  góðan	
  frágang.	
  Símar	
  eiga	
  að	
  vera	
  í	
  tösku	
  
eða	
  yfirhöfn.

●

Í	
  hring	
  er	
  spjallað,	
  farið	
  í	
  nafnaleik,	
  spurt	
  um	
  heimanámið	
  og	
  dagskrá	
  dagsins	
  kynnt.	
  Minnt	
  
á	
  mikilvægi	
  aga,	
  virðingar	
  og	
  stundvísi.	
  Hópstjóri	
  les	
  upp	
  nöfn	
  og	
  merkir	
  mætingu	
  á	
  blað	
  í	
  
kennslumöppu.

●

Upphitun:	
  Fimleikaæfingar,	
  leiklistarleikir	
  eða	
  fjörleikir.	
  Bjóða	
  vatnspásu	
  að	
  upphitun	
  
lokinni.

●

Skipta	
  í	
  hópa:	
  Skipt	
  er	
  í	
  hópa	
  eftir	
  hentugleik	
  hverju	
  sinni.	
  Best	
  er	
  að	
  leyfa	
  börnunum	
  að	
  
skipta	
  sér	
  sjálf	
  í	
  hópa.	
  Best	
  er	
  þá	
  að	
  tiltaka	
  hversu	
  margir	
  skuli	
  vera	
  í	
  hverjum	
  hóp	
  og	
  biðja	
  
börnin	
  að	
  mynda	
  hópana	
  t.d.	
  í	
  tilteknum	
  hornum	
  rýmisins.	
  Það	
  hefur	
  virkað	
  vel	
  að	
  gefa	
  3	
  
mínútur	
  til	
  þess	
  að	
  mynda	
  hópa	
  og	
  velja	
  nafn	
  á	
  hópinn.	
  Það	
  er	
  gagnlegt	
  að	
  hóparnir	
  beri	
  
nafn	
  þegar	
  skipt	
  er	
  á	
  milli	
  stöðva.	
  
Ef	
  það	
  gengur	
  illa	
  að	
  börnin	
  skipti	
  sér	
  sjálf	
  í	
  hópa	
  skipta	
  kennarar	
  hópnum	
  upp	
  með	
  því	
  að	
  
númera	
  nemendur.	
  Sama	
  gildir	
  um	
  val	
  á	
  nafni	
  hóps.	
  (Við	
  skráningu	
  fáum	
  við	
  mjög	
  oft	
  
beiðni	
  um	
  það	
  að	
  tilteknir	
  nemendur	
  fái	
  að	
  vera	
  saman	
  í	
  hóp.	
  Með	
  því	
  að	
  leyfa	
  börnunum	
  
að	
  raða	
  sér	
  sjálf	
  í	
  hópa	
  verðum	
  við	
  sjálfkrafa	
  við	
  slíkum	
  beiðnum	
  og	
  það	
  hefur	
  skilað	
  sér	
  í	
  
ánægju	
  meðal	
  foreldra	
  og	
  nemenda.)	
  

●

Kennsla:	
  Þegar	
  skipt	
  er	
  á	
  milli	
  hópa	
  er	
  ekki	
  hlaupið	
  á	
  milli	
  heldur	
  ganga	
  nemendur	
  frá	
  
leikföngunum	
  og	
  mynda	
  röð	
  á	
  eftir	
  þeim	
  kennara	
  sem	
  þau	
  eru	
  hjá.	
  Þegar	
  allir	
  eru	
  komnir	
  í	
  
röð	
  skipta	
  kennararnir	
  um	
  hópa.	
  

●

Nesti:	
  Börnin	
  hlaupa	
  ekki	
  upp	
  á	
  eigin	
  spýtur	
  upp	
  í	
  	
  nesti	
  heldur	
  ganga	
  upp	
  í	
  röð	
  á	
  eftir	
  
kennara.	
  Kennari	
  varar	
  hópinn	
  við	
  fyrst	
  fimm	
  mínútum	
  og	
  svo	
  tveim	
  mínútum	
  áður	
  en	
  
nestistíma	
  lýkur.	
  

●

Í	
  lok	
  dags	
  er	
  frjáls	
  tími	
  þar	
  sem	
  börnin	
  mega	
  æfa	
  það	
  sem	
  þegar	
  hefur	
  verið	
  kennt.	
  
Valmöguleikar	
  aukast	
  dag	
  hvern.

●

Í	
  lok	
  tímans:	
  Klukkan	
  13:20	
  er	
  gengið	
  frá	
  leikföngum.	
  Svo	
  setjast	
  allir	
  í	
  hring	
  og	
  spjalla.	
  
Muna	
  að	
  spyrja	
  börnin	
  hvað	
  þau	
  hafi	
  lært	
  í	
  dag.	
  Spyrja	
  hvað	
  hafi	
  verið	
  erfitt,	
  auðvelt	
  eða	
  
skemmtilegt.
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Um kennsluleiðbeiningarnar
	
  
●

Þetta	
  rit	
  er	
  ætlað	
  til	
  leiðbeiningar	
  og	
  viðmiðunar	
  við	
  kennslu	
  í	
  Sirkusskóla	
  Sirkuss	
  Íslands.	
  
Þessar	
  leiðbeiningar	
  koma	
  ekki	
  í	
  staðinn	
  fyrir	
  það	
  að	
  kennarar	
  nái	
  valdi	
  á	
  tækni	
  undir	
  
leiðsögn	
  reyndra	
  listamanna	
  og	
  hljóti	
  kennaraþjálfun	
  undir	
  handleiðslu	
  reyndar	
  kennara.	
  

●

Það	
  má	
  skrifa	
  glósur	
  í	
  texta	
  til	
  að	
  bæta	
  næstu	
  útgáfu.	
  Það	
  má	
  líka	
  laga	
  texta.

●

Kennarar	
  eru	
  hvattir	
  til	
  að	
  nota	
  pláss	
  á	
  leiðbeiningum	
  í	
  höfuðmöppu	
  til	
  að	
  punkta	
  niður	
  á	
  
dagslýsingar	
  kennslu	
  dagsins	
  og	
  hvernig	
  hún	
  gekk.	
  Það	
  getur	
  verið	
  gagnlegt	
  að	
  punkta	
  
niður	
  hvaða	
  trikk	
  voru	
  kennd	
  hvaða	
  dag.	
  (Og	
  það	
  er	
  mjög	
  gagnlegt	
  fyrir	
  okkur	
  sem	
  sjáum	
  
um	
  að	
  skipuleggja	
  kennsluna	
  og	
  tökum	
  við	
  höfuðmöppunni	
  í	
  vikulok	
  að	
  sjá	
  hvernig	
  
kennslan	
  gengur	
  fyrir	
  sig...	
  )

●

Unnur	
  María	
  Bergsveinsdóttir	
  og	
  Daníel	
  Hauksson	
  tóku	
  leiðbeiningarnar	
  	
  saman	
  veturinn	
  
2013-‐14.
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Húlla	
  

Silki	
  og	
  trapiza	
  
Líkami,	
  rödd,	
  látbragð,	
  leikmunir,	
  
hattar,	
  trúðanef!	
  
Húlla	
  

	
  
Deildarkennarar	
  á	
  grunndeild	
  eru	
  allt	
  reyndir	
  listamenn	
  úr	
  Sirkus	
  Íslands.	
  Þeim	
  til	
  aðstoðar	
  
verða	
  kennaranemar	
  úr	
  röðum	
  upprennandi	
  listamanna.	
  Nemendum	
  er	
  kennt	
  að	
  með	
  
þolinmæði,	
  einbeitingu	
  og	
  æfingum	
  	
  næst	
  árgangur.	
  Áhersla	
  er	
  lögð	
  á	
  virkjun	
  
sköpunargáfu,	
  samvinnu	
  og	
  að	
  nemendur	
  sýni	
  hverju	
  öðru	
  kurteisi	
  og	
  virðingu.	
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Uppbygging dags
	
  
10:30	
  kennarar	
  mæta	
  og	
  gera	
  sal	
  tilbúinn	
  
11:00	
  byrjendakrökkum	
  hleypt	
  inn	
  í	
  salinn	
  og	
  setja	
  nesti	
  og	
  yfirhafnir	
  á	
  sinn	
  stað	
  
	
  
upplestur,	
  upphitun,	
  leiklistaleikir,	
  handstöður,	
  piramitar.	
  
	
  
Hægt	
  er	
  að	
  hafa	
  fróðleiksmoli	
  í	
  byrjun	
  eins	
  og	
  að	
  tala	
  um	
  þungamiðju,	
  vöðvaminni,	
  
	
  
innkoma,hneging,	
  presenta,	
  líkamstjáning,	
  smábegjur	
  (microbends),	
  skipulag	
  
atriða.	
  
	
  
Hafa	
  eitt	
  nýtt	
  acrobragð	
  á	
  dag	
  og	
  rifja	
  upp	
  síðasta.	
  
	
  
Í	
  handstöðunum	
  að	
  sýna	
  allt	
  sem	
  þau	
  þurfa	
  að	
  hafa	
  í	
  huga	
  og	
  svo	
  labba	
  á	
  milli	
  og	
  
	
  
minna	
  á.	
  
12:00	
  krökkunum	
  skipt	
  í	
  tvo	
  eða	
  þrjá	
  hópa	
  þar	
  sem	
  þau	
  meiga	
  velja	
  hvað	
  af	
  þeim	
  þau	
  vilja	
  
læra.	
  
13:00	
  Krakkarnir	
  geta	
  skipt	
  um	
  hópa	
  
12:50	
  Eftir	
  að	
  þau	
  eru	
  búin	
  að	
  ganga	
  frá	
  koma	
  þau	
  í	
  hring	
  til	
  að	
  kveðja.	
  
	
  
	
  
Fyrsta	
  vikan	
  er	
  hópnum	
  skipt	
  í	
  4	
  hópa	
  og	
  þau	
  fara	
  og	
  prófa	
  hvern	
  hóp	
  til	
  að	
  sjá	
  hvað	
  er	
  í	
  
boði	
  í	
  hverjum.	
  
	
  
Fyrsta	
  fjórar	
  víkur	
  eru	
  skipulögð	
  æfingar,	
  siðan	
  byrjar	
  ‘valkerfi’	
  þar	
  sem	
  efritfarandi	
  
starfsplan	
  gildir.	
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  Sirkusskóli	
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Framhaldsdeild	
  
	
  
Markmið	
  og	
  uppbygging	
  námskeiðs	
  
	
  
	
  

Markmið námskeiðs
Markmið	
  framhaldsnámskeiða	
  Æskusirkussins	
  er	
  að	
  bjóða	
  þeim	
  nemendum	
  sem	
  hafa	
  
lokið	
  einu	
  eða	
  fleiri	
  byrjendanámskeiðum	
  tækifæri	
  til	
  þess	
  að	
  ná	
  lengra.	
  Á	
  
framhaldsnámskeiðum	
  er	
  boðið	
  upp	
  á	
  fleiri	
  sirkusleikföng	
  heldur	
  en	
  á	
  
byrjendanámskeiðum	
  og	
  ólíkt	
  því	
  sem	
  á	
  við	
  um	
  byrjendanámskeið	
  	
  fá	
  framhaldsnemar	
  að	
  
sérhæfa	
  sig	
  á	
  því	
  sviði	
  sirkuslista	
  og	
  í	
  notkun	
  þeirra	
  áhalda	
  sem	
  þeim	
  finnst	
  áhugaverðust.	
  
Skilyrði	
  fyrir	
  þáttöku	
  á	
  framhaldsnámskeiði	
  er	
  að	
  hafa	
  náð	
  góðum	
  tökum	
  á	
  sinni	
  grein.	
  
	
  
nemendur	
  velja	
  sér	
  eina	
  eða	
  tvær	
  deildir	
  og	
  vinna	
  innan	
  þeirra	
  það	
  sem	
  eftir	
  er	
  
námskeiðs.	
  Áhersla	
  er	
  lögð	
  á	
  persónulega	
  þjálfun	
  og	
  að	
  nemendur	
  læri	
  að	
  setja	
  sér	
  eigin	
  
markmið	
  og	
  vinna	
  að	
  þeim.	
  Nemendur	
  vinna	
  undir	
  handleiðslu	
  deildarkennara	
  að	
  
einstaklings/paraatriði	
  sem	
  verða	
  svo	
  sýnd	
  á	
  lokasýningu	
  í	
  desember.	
  	
  
	
  
Deild	
  
Áhöld	
  
Djöggldeild	
  
Slæður,	
  boltar,	
  hringir,	
  keilur,	
  
hattar,	
  shaker	
  cups,	
  cigar	
  boxes,	
  	
  
poi,	
  diabolo	
  
Jafnvægisdeild	
  
Veltibretti,	
  jafnvægislína,	
  einhjól,	
  
keilur,	
  
Loftfimleikadeild	
  
Trúðadeild	
  
Húlla	
  

Silki	
  og	
  trapiza	
  
Líkami,	
  rödd,	
  látbragð,	
  leikmunir,	
  
hattar,	
  trúðanef!	
  
Húlla	
  

	
  
Deildarkennarar	
  á	
  framhaldsnámskeiðum	
  eru	
  allt	
  reyndir	
  listamenn	
  úr	
  Sirkus	
  Íslands.	
  Þeim	
  
til	
  aðstoðar	
  verða	
  kennaranemar	
  úr	
  röðum	
  upprennandi	
  listamanna.	
  Nemendum	
  er	
  kennt	
  
að	
  með	
  þolinmæði,	
  einbeitingu	
  og	
  æfingum	
  	
  næst	
  árgangur.	
  Áhersla	
  er	
  lögð	
  á	
  virkjun	
  
sköpunargáfu,	
  samvinnu	
  og	
  að	
  nemendur	
  sýni	
  hverju	
  öðru	
  kurteisi	
  og	
  virðingu.
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Uppbygging dags
	
  
13:00	
  frammhaldskrökkunum	
  hleypt	
  inn	
  í	
  salinn	
  og	
  þau	
  byrja	
  daginn	
  á	
  upphitun,	
  
handstöðum	
  og	
  acrobalance	
  æfingum	
  
14:00	
  krökkunum	
  skipt	
  í	
  hópa.	
  Jafnvægi,	
  juggle,	
  loftfimleikar	
  og	
  trúðar	
  
15:00	
  krakkarnir	
  mega	
  velja	
  sér	
  hóp	
  til	
  að	
  vera	
  í	
  út	
  kennsluna	
  
15:50	
  krakkar	
  eru	
  búnir	
  að	
  taka	
  til	
  og	
  komin	
  í	
  hring	
  til	
  að	
  kveðja.	
  
	
  
Í	
  lokinn	
  er	
  gott	
  að	
  ganga	
  frá	
  því	
  sem	
  hægt	
  er	
  áður	
  en	
  farið	
  er	
  í	
  hringinn	
  og	
  einhverjir	
  eru	
  
að	
  fara	
  upp	
  með	
  dótið	
  á	
  meðan	
  krakkarnir	
  eru	
  kvödd	
  svo	
  allir	
  geta	
  verið	
  komnir	
  út	
  
klukkan	
  4.	
  

Atriði og sýningar
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Atriði	
  
Gott	
  að	
  hafa	
  atriði	
  í	
  þremur	
  pörtum
Atriði	
  getur	
  verið	
  runa	
  af	
  Brögðum
Reyna	
  að	
  hafa	
  Brögðin	
  í	
  flæðandi	
  röð
Ekki	
  gleyma	
  innkomu	
  og	
  hneigingu
Velja	
  tónlist	
  eftir	
  hverning	
  atriðið	
  er,	
  stundum	
  er	
  betra	
  að	
  velja	
  lag	
  fyrst	
  eins	
  og	
  í	
  
húlla
Reyna	
  hafa	
  einfaldan	
  söguþráð	
  eða	
  þema	
  í	
  atriðinu.
Gera	
  einfaldan	
  karakter	
  t.d.	
  Upptrekt	
  dúkka,	
  kjána,	
  vegas	
  performer,	
  gamalmenni.
Maður	
  er	
  ekki	
  fastur	
  við	
  áhaldið	
  sitt,	
  það	
  má	
  hafa	
  auka	
  fyllingu	
  með	
  öðru.
	
  

Sýning	
  
	
  
● Vera	
  búinn	
  að	
  fara	
  yfir	
  vikum	
  fyrir	
  sýningu	
  hvort	
  allir	
  séu	
  með	
  atriði
● hafa	
  einhvern	
  á	
  tónlistinni,	
  gera	
  playlista	
  fyrir	
  sýningu	
  og	
  fá	
  alla	
  tónlistina	
  viku	
  fyrir	
  
til	
  að	
  geta	
  sett	
  á	
  sama	
  playlista,	
  skrifa	
  svo	
  við	
  atriðaröð	
  hvaða	
  lag	
  er	
  við	
  hvaða	
  
atriði.
● hafa	
  með	
  myndavél	
  ef	
  við	
  viljum	
  ná	
  myndum
● hafa	
  röðina	
  þanning	
  að	
  það	
  er	
  ekki	
  svipuð	
  atriði	
  í	
  röð.
● hafa	
  kennara	
  sem	
  minnst	
  með	
  í	
  sýningunni	
  og	
  leyfa	
  krökkunum	
  að	
  gera	
  hana	
  sjálf
● hafa	
  kynningu	
  og	
  lokin	
  á	
  hreinu,	
  æfa	
  hneigingu	
  með	
  öllum	
  í	
  lokinn
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Dæmi	
  um	
  sýningarröð	
  (vor	
  2015):	
  
kynning,	
  trúða	
  truflun,	
  jafnvægislína,	
  kynning,	
  silki,	
  trúða	
  truflun,	
  trúðaatriði,	
  kynning,	
  
juggle	
  og	
  diablo,	
  silki,	
  trúða	
  truflun,	
  mime,	
  jafnvægiskúla,	
  kynning,	
  húlla,	
  trúða	
  juggle,	
  
trúða	
  truflun,	
  kynning,	
  piramidi.	
  
	
  
Staðir	
  sem	
  hægt	
  er	
  að	
  sýna	
  á:	
  júdosalur,	
  fimleikasalur,	
  tjarnabíó,	
  iðnó,	
  skólar,	
  sirkustjald.	
  
Framhaldsnemendur	
  meiga	
  fá	
  lánað	
  sirkusdót	
  til	
  að	
  æfa.	
  En	
  það	
  þarf	
  að	
  vera	
  með	
  leifi	
  
deildarkennara	
  sem	
  þarf	
  að	
  skrá	
  bæði	
  lánað	
  og	
  skilað.	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Fyrsta	
  fjórar	
  víkur	
  eru	
  skipulögð	
  æfingar,	
  siðan	
  byrjar	
  ‘valkerfi’	
  þar	
  sem	
  efritfarandi	
  
starfsplan	
  gildir.	
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Hegðunarvandamál

	
  

Leiðbeiningar	
  

Til þess að koma í veg fyrir truflandi hegðun. Nokkur atriði
ATH: Hegðun nemanda er á ábyrgð okkar kennaranna og við getum ýmislegt gert til þess
að koma í veg fyrir slæma hegðun.
-

-

-

-

Vera með gott skipulag í kennslutímanum. Krakkarnir finna það strax ef e-ð er
laust í reipunum, ef kennari er óöruggur osfrv. og það hefur þau áhrif á suma að
þeir fari að ókyrrast og haga sér illa. Krakkar þurfa skýran ramma, þannig þrífast
þau best.
Reyna alltaf að hafa verkefnin við hæfi hópsins og spennandi helst, þannig helst
áhuginn og einbeitingin best :)
Passa að allir skilji það sem verið er að gera (athugið að sumir eiga mjög erfitt með
að taka við fyrirmælum þegar þeir eru í hóp - átta sig á því hverjir í hópnum gætu
verið þannig. Þá er gott að spyrja viðkomandi “low keye” t.d. “ ertu með þetta á
hreinu” eða e-ð slíkt og skjóta að honum “one to one” hvað á að gera).
Vera meðvitaður öllum stundum um hvað er að gerast í hópnum manns - einnig
hjá þeim sem eru að bíða í röð eftir að gera. Best er þegar hægt er að grípa strax
inn í áður en vandinn stækkar og stækkar.
Ræða: eitthvað fleira sem ykkur dettur í hug sem hægt er að gera til þess að halda
hegðunarvandamálum í lágmarki?

Hegðunarvandamál - 3ja viðvörunar kerfi.
Þegar einstaklingur er að trufla kennslu með hegðun sinni gefst yfirleitt best að taka
viðkomandi til hliðar og ræða við hann einslega um áhrif hegðunar hans í stað þess að
tala til hans yfir hópinn. (Að skamma e-rn yfir hópinn getur fengið hann til þess að finnast
ráðist að sér með ósanngirni sem aftur veldur enn verri hegðun.) Ekki tala með reiðitón
heldur af alvöru. Passa að tala ekki niður til nemanda - oft er mælt með að beygja sig
niður þannig að þið séuð í augnhæð við nemanda. Það kemur enn fremur í veg fyrir að
nemandi upplifi að verið sé að tala niður til hans með skömmum. Þið eigið fremur að
leiðbeina en skamma. Með gagnkvæmri virðingu kennara og nemanda næst betri
árangur með hegðunarvandamál heldur en með reiðilegum yfirlestri. Þá er gott í samtalinu
við nemandann að:
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-

-

gera nemanda grein fyrir hvaða áhrif hegðun hans er að hafa s.s. koma í veg fyrir
að aðrir í hópnum geti einbeitt sér og lært af tímanum sem sé nú einmitt ástæða
þess að þeir séu mættir í tímann!
jafnvel spyrja hvað sé að valda því að hann sé að trufla og ræða það.

Haldi nemandi áfram að trufla þá er hann aftur tekinn til hliðar.
- ítrekað að þetta gangi ekki, nú sé hann búinn að fá tvær viðvaranir og haldi þessi
hegðun áfram þá verði hann settur á “bekkinn” til þess að hugsa sinn gang.
Við þriðju viðvörun er nemandi settur “á bekkinn”.
- útskýra nú einslega að þegar hann komi aftur í hópinn þá sé ætlast til að hann hafi
hugsað sinn gang og verði tilbúinn til að taka þátt í starfinu án þess að trufla.
Mögulega þarf að setja nemanda aftur “á bekkinn” bæti hann ekki hegðun sína. Athugið:
ekki ætlast til þess að hann verði hinn fullkomni nemandi, það nægir að hann sé ekki að
skemma kennslustundina. Líta má framhjá smávægilegum atriðum sem trufla lítið sem
ekkert. Í annað sinn sem nemandi er settur “á bekkinn” er rætt aftur við hann aftur.
- Endurtaka hvers vegna hann sé enn og aftur settur að veggnum og rætt aftur
einslega við hann um afleiðingar hegðunar hans fyrir hópinn.
Í þriðja sinnið sem nemandi er settur “á bekkinn”
- Nemanda er nú gert ljóst að þetta sé hans síðasti sjéns til að bæta ráð sitt og öll
úrræði séu að þrotum komin svo geti hann ekki ótruflandi tekið þátt héðan í frá þá
sé enginn annar kostur eftir nema að hringja í foreldri og óska eftir því að nemandi
sé sóttur/sendur heim.

Þegar 2 einstaklingar lenda á kant.
Minniháttar mál:
Það er best ef hægt er að gefa hópnum fyrirmæli um að gera eitthvað á meðan þessir
tveir einstaklingar eru teknir til hliðar. Útskýrið að:
- nú fái báðir að tjá sig um málsatvik ótruflað, fyrst þessi og svo hinn.Komast að því
hver vandinn sé.
- þá þarf að finna lausn á vandanum. Helst þannig að þeir báðir séu sáttir og geti
sæst með handabandi.
- Sé ekki hægt að finna lausn þá verður að hafa það (ok að koma með e-rja
siðferðisræðu hér) en nemendur eru beðnir um að vera ekki að trufla hópinn, þeir
þurfi að setja ágreining sinn til hliðar svo kennsla megi halda áfram.
Ef það gengur ekki þá rúllar bara 3ja viðvörunakerfið í gang. Athugið að láta þó nemendur
ekki sitja saman ef þeir eru settir “við vegginn” báðir tveir.
Sé útséð að aðeins annar er að valda þessari truflun þá skal ekki refsa hinum. Getur verið
vandratað.
Meiriháttar mál:
Hafi annar nemandi gengið í skrokk á hinum þannig að á sjáist þarf að gera grein fyrir
alvöru málsins. Þið þurfið að ræða við nemendur í sitthvoru lagi um málið og fá innsýn inn
í hvað gerðist. Í flestum slíkum tilfellum er líklegast rétt að hafa samband við foreldri
geranda strax og fá hann sóttan/sendan heim. Það fer eftir ástandi þolanda hvort hafa
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verði samband strax heim en kennari verður amk að ræða við foreldri hans þegar hann er
sóttur eða hringja heim ef það næst ekki. Athugið að börnin eru á ábyrgð hvers kennara á
hverri stundu og við þurfum að taka ábyrgð á hegðun þeirra. Hafi kennari verið fljótur að
grípa inn í málin þá á ekki að þurfa til þess að meiriháttar mála komi til sögunnar.
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Slys

	
  

	
  
Leiðbeiningar	
  

Minniháttar slys: Kælipokar??? og annað????
Ef alvarlegt slys kemur upp sem þarf alla athygli kennara A sem þar kenndi verður að vera
hægt að senda þann hóp annað. Kennari A fer þá að næsta kennar (ekki loftfimleika) og
kemur hópnum á hann, við skulum kalla hann kennara B. Nú er það á ábyrgð kennara B
að koma hópnum fyrir, annaðhvort með sínum hópi eða dreifa nemendum í aðra hópa telji
hann sig ekki ráða við allan skarann. (en ekki í loftfimleika). Best er fyrir kennara B að
gefa sínum upprunalega hópi einfalt verkefni til þess að kljást við á meðan hann kemur
hópi A fyrir.
Sá kennari sem er að kenna hópnum sem slysið gerist í verður að sjá um aðhlynningu
nemanda og að láta foreldra vita um slysið. Daníel tekur við áframhaldandi samskiptum.

Ræða slys í hópnum…...
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Æskusirkusinn	
  –	
  Sirkusskóli	
  Sirkus	
  Íslands	
  

Starfssvið	
  kennara	
  
og	
  væntingar	
  
Leiðbeiningar	
  

Kennarar Æskusirkusins:

Gerð er krafa um eftirfarandi til kennara Æskusirkusins:
-

komi ávallt undirbúnir og með tímaplan fyrir kennslu sína.
Sé óljóst hvernig kennslu skal háttað í nk tíma þá sé kennari búinn að afla sér
upplýsinga um það amk degi fyrir kennslu. Stundaskrá er inn í kennaramöppu.
Mæti tímanlega fyrir upphaf kennslustundar svo allir séu klárir þegar kennsla hefst
og tilbúnir með sín áhöld.
Mæting á kennarafund 2svar á kennsluönn. (breyta í mánaðalega fundi?)
Séu viðstaddir og aðstoði á sýningardegi barna.
Haldi utan um færni hvers nemanda síns með hjálp færnisblaðs (Kennarar klára
staðla og lágmarkskröfur fyrir 1. mars og senda til Daníels.)
Ganga frá og vera komin út úr húsi á réttum tíma
Sinna sínum aukaskyldum eins og plana upphitun, acro, tiltekt, leikstjórn eða hvað
sem það getur verið.
Bæta kennsluskránna á sínu sérsviði
Vera virk í kennslunni
læra nöfn nemendana
Ræða á fundi hvort sé eitthvað fleira sem kennurunum sjálfum detti í hug. Eða
hvort þeir séu ósáttir við eitthvað af ofangreindum atriðum?

Í kennslutímanum.
Hver kennari tekur ábyrgð á sínum hópi í hvert sinn. Þannig að ef upp kemur atvik í
tímanum sem þarf að taka nánar á t.d. með því að ræða við foreldri barns þá sjái
kennarinn um það. Til að mynda ef um alvarlegt hegðunarbrot er að ræða eða
síendurtekið gæti þurft að hafa samband við foreldri eða ef barnið meiðist. Alltaf er best að
takast á við vanda sem fyrst og halda foreldrum vel upplýstum sé um eitthvert vandamál
að ræða í sambandi við barnið þeirra.
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Reglur	
  og	
  
ráðleggingar
Leiðbeiningar	
  

Til nemenda
Það	
  er	
  í	
  rauninni	
  bara	
  ein	
  regla	
  “sýna	
  virðingu”	
  
Við	
  virðum	
  rýmið	
  
● Áður	
  en	
  tíminn	
  hefst	
  skulu	
  nemendur	
  bíða	
  í	
  sófarými	
  í	
  anddyri	
  Ármanns.	
  Þar	
  er	
  einn	
  
leiðbeinandi	
  til	
  staðar.	
  Það	
  má	
  ekki	
  fara	
  í	
  salin	
  nema	
  kennari	
  er	
  til	
  staðar.	
  Þau	
  sem	
  eru	
  sein	
  
koma	
  beint	
  niður	
  í	
  bardagaíþróttasalinn	
  Skell.	
  
●

Yfirhafnir	
  á	
  að	
  leggja	
  snyrtilega	
  á	
  bekki	
  í	
  innsta	
  rými	
  Skells.	
  

●

Látið	
  dýnurnar	
  vera	
  nema	
  kennari	
  biður	
  ykkur	
  um	
  að	
  færa	
  þær.	
  Athuga	
  að	
  dýnur	
  eiga	
  að	
  
liggja	
  flatar.	
  

●

Við	
  förum	
  vel	
  með	
  gólfið,.	
  Ekki	
  troða	
  dóti	
  í	
  bilið	
  á	
  milli	
  gólfdýna	
  

●

Ekki	
  vera	
  í	
  köðlunum,	
  á	
  dýnunum	
  eða	
  í	
  æfingartækjunum	
  í	
  salnum	
  

Við	
  virðum	
  kennarana	
  
● Þegar	
  við	
  sitjum	
  í	
  hring	
  er	
  mjög	
  mikilvægt	
  að	
  hlusta	
  á	
  þann	
  sem	
  talar	
  án	
  þess	
  að	
  grípa	
  
fram	
  í	
  fyrir	
  honum	
  eða	
  henni.	
  Við	
  réttum	
  upp	
  hendi	
  til	
  að	
  fá	
  orðið.	
  Það	
  má	
  ekki	
  hlaupa	
  úr	
  
hringnum	
  fyrr	
  en	
  kennari	
  hefur	
  gefið	
  til	
  þess	
  leyfi.	
  
●

Ekki	
  leika	
  með	
  síma.	
  Símar	
  eiga	
  að	
  vera	
  geymdir	
  í	
  tösku	
  eða	
  yfirhöfn.	
  

● Ekki	
  yfirgefa	
  kennslurýmið	
  án	
  þess	
  að	
  fá	
  leyfi	
  kennara.
	
  
Við	
  virðum	
  aðra	
  nemendur	
  
● Leifum	
  nemendum	
  að	
  hlusta	
  á	
  kennarana	
  og	
  æfa	
  sig	
  án	
  truflunar.	
  
●

Þegar	
  einhver	
  er	
  að	
  nota	
  einhvað	
  sirkusdót	
  þá	
  tökum	
  við	
  það	
  ekki	
  frá	
  þeim.	
  

Við	
  virðum	
  sirkusdótið	
  
● Förum	
  varlega	
  með	
  sirkusdótið,	
  sumt	
  er	
  viðkvæmt.	
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●

Við	
  göngum	
  alltaf	
  frá	
  um	
  leið	
  og	
  hjálpumst	
  öll	
  að	
  ganga	
  frá	
  þegar	
  kennarinn	
  segir.	
  

●

Ekki	
  fikta	
  í	
  sirkusdóti	
  án	
  þess	
  að	
  gefið	
  hafi	
  verið	
  leyfi	
  til	
  þess.	
  Sérstaklega	
  látið	
  vera	
  
leikföng	
  sem	
  ykkur	
  hefur	
  enn	
  ekki	
  verið	
  kennt	
  að	
  nota	
  og	
  allan	
  útbúnað	
  fyrir	
  loftfimleika.	
  
Sumt	
  getur	
  verið	
  hættulegt.	
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Appendix 2. Curriculum for ‘Sirkuskassinn’
Sirkuskassinn
The circus box is a program that is not uncommon in the international scale and indeed is
not unfamiliar here in Iceland. Previously has there been need for circus workshops being
undertaken at various festivals or school events. This, said, there has never been a formal
document outlining their operation or indeed teaching styles or goals. The following will
attempt to address this gap for the first time here in Iceland.

Purpose
There can be a variety of iterations of Sirkuskassinn, and the goal is to create an entirely
flexible system that can cater to any institution’s needs and circumstances. The
sirkuskassinn can be hired for theme days, festivals and special occasions as an open box,
everyone is welcome circus workshop. There is also the option of bringing more specific
teaching and choreography for a longer period of time where a small group might need and
act for a specific show or event. In this case
From past experience and from the experience of circus schools and groups around the
world, we can generalise the training into three distinct types. The majority of training falls
into these categories:

•

Short open box ‘workshop’- This is an introduction to a wide variety of circus
apparatus, mainly object manipulation and juggling. The teaching is not necessarily
structured and students can choose what they want to practice and ask the teachers
for assistance if needed. The workshop works well in festival environments or
when a large number of students are coming and going. The workshop is focused
on introducing the apparatus, and encouraging play and involvement, breaking
down barriers, and the physical co-ordination and balance required by the
apparatus.
Duration: 1 hour up to a few days with students coming and going.
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•

Specific act creation- Sometimes a class or group in a school or organisation are
required to produce an act for public display or need to theme an existing
performance. Circus is both an achievable and exciting way to bring a group
together and provide fun and interesting show material. The group would require a
more structured training that is specific to their requirements. A more focused
training is required which is built on introduction, practice, creativity and
production. This may take once a week class for a number of weeks, or a short
burst of a few days. Again, flexible to the requirements of the school, and the
ability of the students, the main goal is to help a small group learn enough skill to
be able to show a simple circus act.

•

Long regular course- As in a theatre or dance program, certain topics or themes
within the course cannot be covered in one or two classes and must be covered over
a longer period of time. Circus can be introduced as a once per week unit on its
own or part of a larger performance unit. The apparatus are introduced one by one
and explicitly explained and demonstrated. There is time given for practice with
each apparatus and frequent revisiting of previously taught apparatus. The goal of
this course is to firstly introduce a group to the potential of circus apparatus,
secondly to strengthen the overall performance skills of the students, and finally to
give them the potential to use a new set of skills in their further studies. The
benefits of team-building, co-ordination, are also present. The duration of this
course is again flexible, and will follow the requirements of the group.

Content: What apparatus will be taught?
This can be a flexible decision made with input from the circus teacher and the school.
Generally, for short one off workshops, the goal is in having fun and bringing a group
together, so there should be as many different apparatus as possible. As some apparatus
need constant supervision by a teacher, for example the tightwire, balance and any aerial
equipment, teacher availability may pose limitations. Almost all other equipment can be
supervised by one teacher depending then on the group size. For shorter courses, the
apparatus most applicable to the act or show that the group are creating should be used.
Other objects can be introduced, but if any mastery of tricks is required it is best to
introduce only that which is needed to the group. For example, if a group would like to do
acrobatics and plate spinning as a part of their show, then juggling could be used as a warm
up, but not practiced during the class.
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Finally, in a long course, it would be best to include as many apparatus as time permits,
introducing one or two new skills every lesson. This should be combined with regular
revision skills already learnt.
Circus encompasses many fields, with varying degrees of difficulty. Some equipment is
easier to master than others so while choosing which apparatus to teach, the age, size and
location of the group must be taken into consideration. Teaching to balance objects is
challenging outside, sometimes near impossible if there is any wind. Also juggling requires
enough head room and durable light fittings that does not mind being knocked around a
little! A school sports hall is ideal for most circus activities and often has a few mats
available for the acro training.
Here is a list of the youth circus equipment most commonly taught:
•

Juggle scarves, balls and if skill level permits, clubs

•

Juggling rings

•

Balance feathers and spinning plates

•

Diablo (similar to a yo-yo)

•

Unicycle

•

Tight wire, or slack line if more applicable.

•

Hula hoops

•

Rola bola

•

Stilts

•

Aerial silks, trapeze, rope

What are the basics of safety for each apparatus?
What are the basic movements or abilities required for each apparatus?

Organisation
The setup of the courses are generally a practical case by case scenario. Because most of
circus is equipment based, and some of the equipment is large, it is good to have the
following questions in mind when preparing a course.
•

What needs to be moved?
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•

What is the order of teaching?

•

How long doesvthe setup require? Is their aerial rigging? How long will the
transport of the apparatus take (if using balancing balls, or tight rope)?

•

How many teachers are required?

•

Where is the teaching space? And how is access?

•

Does a specific area need to be fenced or marked out? (This is to avoid loosing
equipment in for example a festival)

A basic one off workshop structure with students coming and going is a simple as marking
out an area, putting down a box and starting to play. The teachers should actively
encourage students who are perhaps shy to participate. Teachers must also be aware of not
spending too long with one or a small group of students and constantly be moving from
one to the next.
All long courses should be built with a regular class structure so that students get into good
practice habits, so they know what to expect and so the class doesnt fragment into
unordered play. An example of a solid structure for a one hour class would be:
Come together cirlce introduction of what the day will cover
•

Warm up

•

Introduce the new apparatus

•

Opportunity to try it

•

If time permits, revise something that has already been taught

•

Free time.

•

Pack up

•

Circle and finish
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Appendix 3. Circus in ‘Menntaskóli’ Icelandic college.
Menntaskóli áfanga
This is a trial unit that could be taught in Icelandic college. It is published here in Icelandic
as its intended reader is in the Icelandic school system.
‘Circus and the theatre’

Overview
Í áfangunum kynnast nemendur alls konar brögð og áhöld í fjölllista heiminum. Aðal
áhersla er lagt á hvernig leikaran getur notið einfalt brögð í leiklist, bæði leiksýningar og
skemmtiatriði. Farið er yfir frægir leiksýningar sem hefur notið sirkus til árangurs,
(Vesturport, Peter Brook, Pippen og fleira). Margir áhöld verður kynnt, æft og sýnt í
gegnum námskeiðs til að meta áframhaldandi lærdómur, og ‘meistera’ valin áhald. Annars
er nemandinn að byggja upp líkmlega sjálfstraust, einbeiting, sérhæfingu, og tjáning á
annan hátt en er venjúlega boðið í leiklistakennslu.
Goals
•

Að nemendur veit aðiens um alþjóðanlega sirkus sagan og

•

veit um sirkus sagan hér á Íslandi
Hefur grundvallar jafnvægis hæfni með áhöld og likaman.
Hefur profað og skil grundvallar í Jugl, einfalt jafvægisfími (partner acrobatics) í
pör og í hóp

•

Þekkir mikilvæg örrygis atriði með acrobatic
Veit hvernig að skipuleggja góð sirkus atriði

•

Er búin að skoða sirkus í leikhús- kinversk/vestræn (frægar sýningar; Vesturport,
Peter Brook, Pippen 2013 NY)
hefur reynslu í hvernig að bregðast við mistök á sviðinu.

•

Hefur profað byrjenda truðaleikir

Hæfniviðmið
1. Hagnýta sér þá sérhæfðu þekkingu, leikni, aðferðir og verkkunnáttu sem hann hefur
aflað sér.
2. Standa að opinberri sýningu og miðla þar listrænum styrk sínum.
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3. Fjalla um listgrein sína og staðsetja hana í menningarlegu, listlegu samhengi
4. Tileinka sér heilbrigðan lífsstíl

Forkröfur
Að nemendur þekki listform leiklist. Að þau getur sýnt virðingu fyrir samnemendum og
eru tilbúinn að treysta hvort annað og tilbúin að vinna saman í likamlega æfingu.

Námsmat
Nemendur verður metinn með símat, sem verður byggt á mæting og virkni og þátökku í
tímum. Mat á skyrslu og lokasýning verður blandað til að komast að heildareinkun.
Einkunnin er byggt á eftirfarandi mælikvörðum:

•

Hagnýta sér þá sérhæfðu þekkingu, leikni, aðferðir og verkkunnáttu 15%

•

Miðlar listrænum styrk sínum í opinberra sýningu 30%

•

Skýrsla- umfjöllun og tenging í menningarleg og listlegu samhengi 40%

•

Mæting, þáttöku og virkni 15%

Lokasýningin er einhverskonar lokamat (summative assessment) á námskeiðið. Eins og oft
er gert í listgreinum þá eiga nemendur byggja upp einhverskonar afurð í gegnum önnina og
sýna það að námskeiði loknu. Með því að sýna atriði, nemandinn er að:
•

Sýna hve mikla þekkingu þeir hafa öðlast.

•

Sýna hve langt þeir geta tekið þetta listform á skapandi hátt.

•

Að æfa að ‘performa’ fyrir framan aðra.

•

Að æfa að einbeita sér á eitthvað annað en áhorfendur á sýningum.

•

Hvernig á að bregðast við mistök.

•

Og eitt mjög jákvætt með að sýna sirkusbrögð er ‘show it in’ fyribæri. Þegar
listamaður sýnir sirkusbrögð fyrir framan aðra, verður það mjög oft mun öruggara á
að koma fram. Það er oft talað um ‘to show it in or blood it in’. Það er auðveldara
að ‚performera‘ nýtt trikk eftir það hefur verið sýnt einu sinni.

•

Lokasýning er einstakt tækifæri fyrir nemendur til að tjá skilning sinn og þá hæfni
sem hefur þróast yfir önnina.
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Appendix 4. Circus teaching for teachers
Sirkus fyrir kennara

Námskeiðið
Sirkus fyrir kennara er námskeið fyrir starfandi kennarar eða kennaranema sem opnar
möguleika á að nota sirkus sem tól í kennslustofu á öllu aldursstigi.

Markmið
Aðal markmið á þessu námskeiði er að sýna nemendum möguleika á að nota sirkus í
kennslu, og gefa nemendum tæki, tól og sjálfstraust í að fara og vera með eigin
sirkuskennslu eða atriði.

Í lok námskeiðs mun nemandinn hafa öðlast sjálfstraust og kunnáttu til að semja og keyra
þeirra eigin kenslustundir í sirkuslist. Nemandinn mun líka hafa skilning á gildi flæðis í
þróun heilið og hvaða atriði í sirkus geta haft mikil áhrif á uppeldi almennt.

Hæfniviðmið
Í lok námskeiðs getur nemandinn
o Greint á milli helstu faggreinar/deildir/greinir í sirkus.
o Sýnt nokkur einföld brögð með sirkus áhöld
o Þekkt nokkrar leiðir til að búa til sirkus áhöld með einfalda hluti að heiman eða inn
í skólanum.
o Þekkt hætturnar og kröfur sirkuslistar og hvernig á að skipuleggja öruggt
kennslurými
o Skipuleggja kennslutíma í sirkuslistum í fleiri en einni námsgrein
o Geta lýst hvernig sirkuskennsla passar við Aðalnámskrá
o Þekkja nokkur hugtök tengd flæði og jákvæðri sálfræði,
o Skilur tengingu á milli áhættakennslu lífsþróun.
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Mögulegir þátttakendendur:
Leiklistakennarar
Íþróttakennarar
Listkennarar
Frístundakennarar
Kennarar í félagsmiðstöðvum
Dansskólakennarar

Mögulegar stofnarnir:
ÍTR/ frí/tómstundarsvíð
Íþróttafélög
felagsmiðstöðvar
dansskólar

Af hverju sirkus? (Þetta er ekki fyrir mig…)
Sirkus getur verið tengt allskonar kennslugreinir og gildi og ávinningar eru margir og getur
hjálpað á mismunandi vegu alls staðar í lifinu. Nemendur geta komið frá allskonar áttum
og starfsgreinum innan kennslu- og uppeldisfaga. Með stuttri og gróflegri lýsingu, sirkus
bætir einbeitingu, líkamlega hæfni, sjálfstraust, sjálfsþekkingu, traust, heilsu, fín hreyfingu,
sköpunarkraft, samskipti, tjáningu og margt margt fleira, og allt er upplifað á jákvæðan
hátt. Það er víðar þekkt í sirkusheiminum svokölluð ‘fimm putta reglan’ um sirkuskennslu
(Figure 1).
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Það sem er svo einfalt og gott við sirkus er að það er eitthvað fyrir alla. Og allir geta tekið
þátt.
Það er ekki keppni,
né lokamat,
né refsing fyrir mistök.
Hinsvegar er mistökum fagnað og hvatt áfram í trúðaleik. Mistök eru ein sterkasta leið inn
í sköpun.

Sirkus getur verið notað til að efla líkamshæfni, höndtaugatengingu, jafnvægi, styrkingu.
Sirkus er önnur leið til að láta börn hreyfa sig án þess að keppa með bolta. Þetta er
listgrein, þar sem listamaðurinn getur tjá sig. Sirkus getur einnig verið notuð í
skólaviðburðum, til að bæta aðeins kryddi við venjulega samveru eða hátíðir o.s.frv.

Sirkusæfingar geta hjálpað samverusýningum og viðburðum en gildi sirkusins getur komið
fram þvert yfir allar námsgreinir.

Námskeiðslýsing
Námskeiðið er kennt út frá tveimur sjónarhornum:

Í fyrsta lagi er það fræðin:
Talað er um gildi sirkussins, sirkussögu og fræðina á bak við sirkus æfingar, flæði,
einbeitingu og ýmislegar sálfræðilegar og uppeldislegar pælingar. Tenging við mest
viðeigandi kenningar í líkamsþróun, samskiptum, og einstaklings sálfræði eru kennd og
ljósi varpað á ýmisar alþjóðalegar rannsóknir um sirkusfræði á þessu sviði. Það verður líka
kynnt hvernig sirkus getur passað við íslenska aðalnámsskrá. Sérstökt áhersla er lögð á
kenningar um ‘flæði’ og ‘áhættu’ kennslu í skólum.
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Í öðru lagi er námskeiðið verklegt:
Mikil áhersla er lögð á leiki með hluti sem er grunnur af sirkusheiminum, þ.e.a.s
jafnvægi, jöggl, acro, loftfimleikat (ef aðstæður leyfa!) og stultur og einhjól. Þó að það
hljómar eins og það muni krefst mikla hæfni og líkamlega getu, þá er margt í
‘byrjendasirkus’ (social circus) námskeiðum einfaldar grunnæfingar sem allir geta gert. Ef
nemandinn getur staðið og halda á hlut, þá er hægt að finna ‘sirkusbragð’ fyrir hann.
Smá tími er lagður í að sýna hvernig kennarinn getur búið til sirkusáhöld með nemendum
sínum. Ef sérstök sirkusáhöld eru ekki aðgengileg, þá er hægt að búa þau til með
nemendunum sem gæti verið spennandi þverfaglegt verkefni í listastofu, eða ‘fab lab’ eða á
málm- og timburverkstæði. Einnig er hægt að búa til einföld sirkusáhöld með einföldum
hlutum að heiman, eða úr skólastofum.

En sirkus er verkleg listgrein. Við lærum með því að gera, mistaka og ögra.

Kensluaðferðir
Námskeiðið er byggt upp á tveimur sviðum, fræðilegu og verklegu. Þannig að, allar
kenningar og hugtakarfærslur munu vera haldin í hefðbunda formi með fyrirlestrum og
ummræðum.
Hins vegar, verkleg kennsla mun vera haldin bæði í stórum og smáum hópum, standandi,
liggjandi, sitjandi og allt sem hentar kennslu af tilheyrandi grein. Verklegi hlutinn af
námskeiðinu krefst smá upphitunar sem mun vera í hverri kennslustund. Upphitunin hefur
tilgang bæði líkamlega og andlega og alltaf partur af venjulegri sirkuskennslustund.
Verklegar æfingar gætu verið, jafnvægisæfingar, jöggl, trúðaleikur, traust og einfaldar acro
æfingar.
Krefst þess að vera í þægilegum fötum.

Námsmat
Verkefni
Tvö verkefni um fræðina og tvö verkefni í verklegaræfingu verður lagt fyrir á
námskeiðinu.
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Fræði:

1- Áætlun fyrir kennslustund. Nemandinn býr til stutta áætlun fyrir ‘sirkus stund’ fyrir
viðeigandi aldurshóp. Mat er gefip fyrir uppbyggingu, flæði og sveigjanleika.
2- Skýrsla um tengingu sirkus við fag nemandans. Stutt skýrsla um hvernig sirkusinn
passar við kennslusvið nemandans.

Verklegt:
3- Nemandinn býr til stutt ‘sirkus atriði’ með valið sirkus dót, tónlist og choreography.
4- Nemandinn skippuleggjir og kennir eit stutt örkennsla eða sýnikennsla, þar sem han
útskyra eitt sirkus bragð og kennir hínir nemendur.
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